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Q. How do you keep your supply chain moving by clearing

EU ports and making customs declarations only once your
goods have reached their point of delivery?

A. With the Chamber’s brand new export transit service
A T1 transit document allows goods to travel from the UK to an EU destination country without the need to make an import declaration at the first port of entry into the
EU.
For example, goods travelling to Germany by road can enter the EU through any
coastal port without the need to declare customs. The import declaration can instead
be made in Germany once the transit movement has been completed.
You will now be able to rely on the expert team at Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of
Commerce for both brokerage services and transit documents after we became the
first Chamber in the UK to complete a T1 delivery.
With direct links to the HMRC Customs handling system and all inventory linked
ports, we can ensure that your goods, no matter where they enter or leave the UK,
will be cleared for onward transportation smoothly – keeping your time sensitive supply chains moving efficiently and ensuring custom clearance is accurate, timely and
avoids additional costs through delays or errors.
Ensure you are in control of who is making customs clearances on your behalf.
Contact chambercustoms@agcc.co.uk today to speak to a member of the team.
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IN MARCH last year when we
went into lockdown, I had no
clue what would happen. Would
the economy grind to a halt?
Would businesses disappear in
huge numbers?
Some sectors had it tougher than
others. Tourism and travel ground to
a halt. Pubs, restaurants and cafes
closed their doors as did many other
shops, at least for a while.
Cinemas stopped projecting,
theatres closed their curtains, the
whistle was blown on team sports the whole sector of local arts, culture
and leisure was put on hold.
• I watched reruns of Glastonbury
and T in the Park
• If I couldn’t visit an art gallery,
I would rekindle my dormant
hobby of drawing and painting
• I took out a Netflix subscription
It wasn’t perfect but it was okay,
wasn’t it? Hmmm… for a while
maybe.
It was the best we could do but it
was a poor substitute for the real
thing. Watching football with artificial
sound effects added is bizarre.
We have great variety of arts, culture
and leisure activities in the Northeast and, as they begin to open
again, we have the opportunity to
support them.
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All the North-east businesses and
organisations that provide us with
the opportunities to watch or take
part in live sport. The Saturday
morning Park Run at Crathes Castle
will be pencilled into my weekly
diary. Maybe you’ll be supporting the
Dandy Dons - this season, surely, this
season?
All those that come together so
that we can watch films in fantastic
theatres with the best picture and
sound quality with reassuringly
expensive confectionary and drinks.
Live music: It seems a long time ago
since we were all singing our hearts
out to Michael Bublé at P&J Live.
Can’t wait for Elton John.
All the theatres, the galleries,
live music in bars - celebrating
everything good together with
friends and strangers alike.
In lockdown we all had to make the
best of it. We had no choice. After
lockdown we will have a choice and
what better way to demonstrate our
passion for life and for living than
by getting out there and supporting
local arts, culture and leisure.
Go see a play, go watch a band, go
visit a museum - maybe try a sport
or leisure activity you’ve never done
before.

As the new president and chair of
the Chamber, I want to help Russell
and his team to become the best
Chamber of Commerce possible
- so they can provide support for,
and represent the voice of, all our
fantastic local businesses.
At 7:58am on January 26 this year
one of the Chamber team was
running along the beach esplanade
and stopped to catch the glorious
sight of the sunrise over Girdle Ness.
His picture inspired me to capture
the symbolism of a new dawn in
acrylic paint – I hope you like it.

Bob Keiller
president and chair, Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce
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Virtual reality pilot proves a
success
NEPTUNE Energy has successfully completed a virtual
reality (VR) pilot on its operated Gjøa platform in the
Norwegian North Sea, enabling teams to make highly
realistic virtual visits to the facility.
The technology, developed by PaleBlue and used to train
astronauts travelling to the international space station,
will reduce the need for offshore travel, lower costs and
associated emissions; and support safe operations.
It is the first time PaleBlue’s technology has been applied
to an offshore installation. Using a VR headset, offshore
workers interact with an ultra-realistic 3D model of the Gjøa
platform from onshore.

David Henderson

px and OPEX team up to cut
emissions
PX Group, an infrastructure management company for
energy and high hazard industries, has teamed up with
OPEX Group to support emissions reduction across all px
Group operated sites.
As part of the collaborative agreement, OPEX Group’s
emissions artificial intelligence software will target emissions
reduction opportunities across px Group’s upstream,
downstream, midstream, chemicals, renewables and power
plant operations throughout the UK.
David Henderson, managing director for energy transition,
said: “px Group is committed to energy transition and has
been delivering lower carbon footprints and sustainable
operations for over 30 years. As we continue along this
journey, offering to optimise the assets of both existing
and new customers, we are delighted to enter into this
new agreement with OPEX Group to exploit their unique
technologies to drive lower emissions and lower costs.”
Chris Ayres, chief customer officer at OPEX, said: “We are
delighted to collaborate and support px Group to operate
their assets with the lowest achievable emissions as part of
their day-to-day business. Optimising energy consumption
offers one of the quickest and lowest cost pathways to
decarbonise operations and minimise environmental
impact.”

Calmac contract for Genesis
GENESIS Personnel Limited, which operates from premises
in Aberdeen and Peterhead, has successfully tendered for
the supply of temporary seagoing staff for the UK’s largest
ferry operator, Calmac Ferries Limited.
The four-year contract is valued at around £3.2m.

Martin Borthne, director of operations for Neptune Energy
in Norway, said: “The new virtual reality solution allows
employees and contractors to build up knowledge and
awareness of the complex multi-level facility without the
need to travel. Planning work operations will be safer and
more efficient.
“The initiative will, together with other projects, see an
estimated reduction of 30 offshore trips per year. We
expect this to grow in the years ahead as digitalisation
further enhances collaboration over distance, bringing
immediate access to expertise and enabling preparation of
activities to be carried out from onshore.”
As a first step Neptune Energy will use the technology for
familiarisation and safety training.

Openreach stretches out in
Aberdeenshire
OPENREACH has outlined plans to build ultrafast, ultrareliable full fibre broadband to 300,000 more Scottish
homes and businesses – including more than 30,000 in
Aberdeenshire – in some of the country’s hardest to serve
communities. It means fewer homes and businesses will
require taxpayer subsidies to upgrade.
A total of 20 exchange areas in Aberdeenshire will be
upgraded with the majority of homes and businesses in
places such as Ballater, Banchory, Huntly, Inverbervie,
Portlethen, Turriff and Mintlaw set to benefit from what will
be a massive nationwide, five-year feat of civil engineering.
Aberdeen’s Culter will also be included, with Openreach’s
existing build of full fibre in the city already reaching
thousands of local homes.
The announcement expands on Openreach’s existing
nationwide build plans, which already include Banff, Cowie,
Ellon, Fraserburgh, Inverurie, Peterhead and Stonehaven.
The company is also delivering the main build for the
Scottish Government’s R100 programme. The updated
build plan follows an extended investment commitment
by its parent, BT Group – which means Openreach will
now build full fibre technology to a total of 25 million
UK premises, including an additional three million in the
hardest-to-serve communities.
5.
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Our partners
As well as helping our member businesses to be better through a range of activities, the Chamber is committed to
investing a significant amount of energy in moving forward the economic growth agenda and lobbying for change
on key issues to create the conditions for success. Our regional renaissance.
Without the support of our Premier Partners, we would not be able to undertake much of the good work that we
do. Their engagement is hugely valued and appreciated.
If you’d like to find out more contact our membership and events director, Seona Shand
T 01224 343929
6.
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Back to business
but not at your leisure
AS THIS edition of Business Bulletin
hits the desks and dining tables of the
region’s business community, we are
meant to be only a week away from
the promised lifting of all remaining
CV19 restrictions in Scotland. Based on
previous evidence, we should not be
surprised if this turns out not to be the
case.
This is inexplicable and, as has been the case
throughout the last 18 months, sees Scottish
businesses at a competitive disadvantage
compared with peers south of the border.
Throughout this period our team has been
hearing consistently what the business owners
and leaders really think about inconsistent
policy decision making and the apparent
lack of understanding and disregard being
demonstrated for the economy and jobs.
Yet few have been comfortable in putting their
heads above the parapet so it has fallen on the
Chamber to be the voice of business. Although
we have often felt like we were hitting our heads
against a brick wall, we have delivered some
significant ‘wins’.
This month, our focus is on leisure, sport, culture
and live events. And there is lots to look forward
to, right here in the North-east over the next few
months. Maybe.
The final leg of the tour of Britain cycling. The
British Art Show at Aberdeen Art Gallery.
Further additions to the fantastic collection of
Nuart. Gary Barlow, Elton John, Deacon Blue
and international tennis at P&J Live. Royal
Deeside motor show. It’s great to see the
wide choice of events back on at Aberdeen
Performing Arts venues. The chance to get
along to Pittodrie to watch Stephen Glass’ new
look Dons team, to name just a few.
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make hospitality and live events experiences
less viable and appealing.
This will also delay the plans of companies to
welcome staff back to offices, something that
continues to be an existential threat to town and
city centre eco systems.
The implementation of emergency measures
was justified by the need to save lives and
protect the NHS. The success of the vaccine
programme means that neither of these things
appear now to be a significant risk.
If people want to wear face coverings or avoid
crowded places this is entirely a matter of
personal choice. It should be neither mandated
nor even advised by government. We all
individually manage risk every day in every
aspect of our lives and should be trusted to
exercise our own judgement and do so again
now.
With support schemes tapering off, this will be
a critical period for the survival of companies
facing a return to full payroll liability and, in
many cases, the repayment of deferred VAT,
national insurance contributions and CV19related loans.
In this context, anything that makes it more
difficult to quickly restore the economy to
pre-pandemic levels will inevitably lead to
closures and job losses. It is the responsibility of
government to ensure this doesn’t happen but
are those in power really listening?

And of course, after 18 months of Zoom hell,
the Chamber is making plans to reintroduce its
programme of real life events, reconnecting our
business community in person. Check out our
website for more details.
However, maintenance of any restrictions and
the continuing barrage of public information
messages will be a further hammer blow to
already fragile consumer confidence and will
have a direct impact on our already underpressure businesses in these sectors as people
defer plans and spend.
Wearing masks and distancing are highly antisocial measures that will influence people’s
decisions to travel (including potential visitors
to Scotland), impact operating capacities and
7.
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The Tartan Ball returns
THE Beach Ball Room in Aberdeen will light up on
November 26 for this year’s New Tartan Ball, benefiting the
work of children’s charity Barnardo’s Scotland across the
North-east.
It was last held in 2018 but has been a staple on the
Aberdeen events calendar for 32 years.
All of the money raised will go towards Barnardo’s services
in the region. Through six community-based services and
working within schools, Barnardo’s is supporting more
than 500 children, young people and their families around
Aberdeen city and Aberdeenshire.
Barnardo’s Scotland is working within areas including
residential care, helping to prevent sexual abuse and
exploitation as well as supporting children and young
people who have been, or who are, at risk of being victims,
as well as practical advice and support to young carers
as they try to balance a role of supporting others, with a
healthy childhood.
For more information and to book your table, visit www.
barnardos.org.uk/tartanball

Cyrenians win Queen’s
Award
VOLUNTEERS at Aberdeen Cyrenians have been honoured
with The Queen’s Award for Voluntary Service, the highest
award a voluntary group can receive in the UK.
The charity has spent more than 50 years offering support
and a helping hand to people affected by homelessness
and other forms of crisis in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire.
Aberdeen Cyrenians is one of 241 charities, social
enterprises and voluntary groups to receive the award this
year. The number of nominations remains high year on
year, showing that the voluntary sector is thriving and full of
innovative ideas to make life better for those around them.
The Queen’s Award for Voluntary Service is considered the
‘MBE for volunteer groups’ aiming to recognise exceptional
service and impact within. Recipients are announced each
year on June 2, the anniversary of the Queen’s coronation.
Mike Burns, chief executive officer at Aberdeen Cyrenians,
said: “To win this prestigious award is a wonderful
achievement for our volunteers and services that have
dedicated their time and compassion to supporting people
going through overwhelming and traumatic circumstances.
“Our volunteers inspire us every single day with their
amazing attitudes and infectious energy. Without them we
couldn’t carry out vital activities such as making up and
delivering food parcels, sorting donations and helping us
behind the scenes: they are all very important in keeping
Aberdeen Cyrenians operating and helping those in need.”
8.

Would you share your health
data with your employer?
ALMOST half (46%) of workers across the UK would share
their personal health data so that their employer could
improve their wellbeing at work, according to new research
from Deloitte.
The findings, based on responses from 1,248 UK workers
across a number of industries, found that one in four (26%)
employees would be comfortable for their employer to
monitor their personal health data in order to provide
improved wellbeing support.
Meanwhile, one in three (33%) workers say that monitoring
employee health data collected from devices is acceptable,
with 37% agreeing that monitoring health data collected
from devices would prove their employer was committed to
improving workplace wellbeing.
Will Gosling, human capital consulting leader at Deloitte,
said: “At a time when a large proportion of UK workers
would like to continue to spend most of their working week
at home, there is a risk that those struggling with their
mental or physical health will go without the help that they
need. But out of sight should not mean out of mind and in
some instances collecting data can be an effective way to
ensure that employee wellbeing is being supported.
“However, employers should refrain from taking decisions
that force employees to share this information. Where data
is collected, employers must clearly communicate when
they are collecting data, how it will be used and provide
workers with the opportunity to opt in to these support
programmes.”
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Tune into
the music
business

Photo credit: Philipp Rathmer

AFTER leaving the family farm
near Methlick, aged just 16, to
follow her dream of a career
in music, Evelyn Glennie went
on to achieve unparalleled
success.
Dame Evelyn, as she became in
2007, is the world’s first full-time
solo percussionist, performing
worldwide with the greatest
orchestras, conductors and artists;
she is a double GRAMMY award
winner and BAFTA nominee; and
a composer for film, theatre and
television.
She told Business Bulletin she
believes her early years in Northeast Scotland were crucial to the
success she has since enjoyed:
“During the 16 years of my life
growing up on the farm the
connections were massively
powerful and if those connections
hadn’t happened I’m not sure I’d
be where I am today, and that’s the
honest truth,” she said.
Later this year Dame Evelyn will
be installed as chancellor, the
titular head of the Robert Gordon
University, when Sir Ian Wood
stands down after 16 years.
She hopes there will be an
opportunity in her new role to help
create the same sort of connections

for the youth of today and therefore
the sort of opportunities she
enjoyed.
“It has been my life’s mission to
widen access to music and use
it as a medium to build social
cohesion,” she said. “I also know
that listening is the key to inclusion
and collaboration. RGU shares
these values and I support the
university’s ambition of eliminating
barriers to higher education and
widening participation among
underrepresented groups.”
One event which burns bright
in her memory is the Aberdeen
International Youth Festival which
ran from 1973 until 2017 when a
lack of funding brought about its
demise.
She believes the arts can play
an important role in Aberdeen’s
recovery from the recent oil
industry slump and CV19 but added:
“We don’t need a reason to make
arts relevant.
“My experience growing up in
the North-east, which is what I
can draw upon because it’s firsthand experience, was the absolute
richness to my life and through the
school, Ellon Academy, how much
connection we had with Aberdeen.
It was amazing and the key element

that involved us actually going
into the city was the Aberdeen
International Youth Festival which
was absolutely a unique gem.”
She would love if it could be
resurrected and said she had just
read ‘Culture Aberdeen’, the City
Council’s 28-page strategy to 2028.
“Everything in that document was
within that festival. It brought kids
from all over the world so were
talking about Aberdeen as an
international hub, as a place for
building bridges between cultures,
societies, communities, you name it.
That festival was absolutely key and
pinpointed so many of those things.
It embraced the arts with a capital
‘A.’
“That meant music of different
cultures so not a classical, folk or
jazz festival but a festival which
embraced all traditions, the dress,
the dance, the colour, the language
and we had the people there in our
city to communicate with.
“I would love to see it back because
youth are the decision-makers of
the future.
“We saw the city as an extension to
our lives. It was part of our journey
and we weren’t seen as kids out in
the sticks. That connection was very
9.
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powerful for kids growing up and I
still have those kind of goose bumpy
recollections. That’s what I definitely
want and not just for the people to
go into the city but for the city to
go out to the communities.”
She believes the Aberdeen of the
future must be two cities – one
which you visit physically and the
other the virtual Aberdeen.
“The world is now a virtual place
and in my own career there is
Evelyn who goes to a particular
place and delivers something, as
well as Evelyn in the virtual scenario.
I have had to open my entire
business to that kind of future - how
do we connect with people virtually
and give them an experience
virtually? Who are our digital
audiences and how are we going to
engage with them?
“When we go into an art gallery,
a public space, visit a park or go
to the Music Hall we are there for
an experience and that’s where
we need to get with our digital
audiences in what we provide.
Musically we’re not quite there
yet but we have made massive
strides since the beginning of CV19
because we have had to. We need
to bring different businesses and
our young folk together because for
them technology is almost like an
extension to their limbs.”
10.

She hopes RGU can help achieve
that and what really impressed her
about the university, and one of
the reasons she decided to take
the role as chancellor, was the high
level of satisfaction she found both
amongst the staff and the students.
“I think the powers that be have
realised that the wellbeing, the
facilities, the communication
between staff and students is
absolutely key. Everyone has a voice
which is listened to, validated and
digested.”
She looks forward to linking with
the business community to get
support for her many ideas. She
said in the music industry so much
is business oriented, although all
that is often seen is what happens
on stage.
“The musicians and performers
receive the applause but to get
there things have to be funded,
you need the facilities to work and
you need ideas. Businesses need
something back and we must ask
ourselves: ‘Why would a business
want to support this project?’ It
is not now good enough just to
attend a reception at the end of a
performance and shake hands over
a glass of wine.
“If musicians and artists can
understand where businesses are

coming from and why it is related
to what they do then relationships
are built as opposed to just a
commitment to attend something.”
Dame Evelyn was awarded an
honorary degree from RGU in 2017
and one striking feature of the
ceremony for her was the lack of
music.
“I wondered why that might be and
I still don’t know but in my mind’s
eye and ear I am thinking ‘You have
students, colleagues, staff, families
all on such a high. This is such a
positive energetic situation to be
in - so isn’t it an opportunity to
have a piece of music written by the
students themselves, to have visual
aspects related to that, if possible,
and to have RGU perform the
pieces themselves?’
“There could be art pieces on
display in different parts of the
university so families and everyone
who walks through the doors can
experience it, perhaps as part of the
graduation time, but perhaps not
part of the ceremony itself.”
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What live event would
you like to see the
North-east host?
“I would like to see PechaKucha hosted in the North-east. Japanese for ‘chit chat,’
this is the world’s fastest-growing storytelling platform. Its format is simple: 20
slides with 20 seconds of commentary per slide. This creates powerful, visually
compelling stories that move audiences in less than seven minutes. It’s accessible
for all. Nine to 90 years old - we all have a story to tell. The topic doesn’t matter,
it’s the passion for the topic that’s important.
“The format encourages the presenter to think deeply about the 20 slides they
will use, and what words to complement the slides. That’s tough when you’re
passionate about a topic. As a coach, I love this concept. At Cognition Coaching
we look through a different lens, taking a big picture view and supporting our
clients to identify what really matters to them.”
Karen Slupinski, associate, Cognition Coaching

“I’d love to see the North-east host a world-class music festival - less SxSW,
more NxNE. It immediately sounds like a fairly ridiculous concept but nobody
would have immediately pinpointed Somerset or even Milwaukee as sites
of some of the world’s greatest arts and culture festivals, yet the names of
Glastonbury and Summerfest transcend geography.
“It’s been attempted before in the North-east but not at a scale designed
to bring tourism in. Imagine the possibilities - Adele performing under the
northern lights, Radiohead playing in daylight at almost midnight, Kendrick or
Beyonce performing to tens of thousands enjoying local craft food and drink.
We have the space, we have the land, we have the scenery, we have worldclass hospitality, small businesses able to provide for it and large businesses
able to support it. The future of events is going to be outdoors, for at least the
foreseeable future, and there are few places with outdoors quite like ours.”
Thom Watt, associate partner – digital, Spey

“I would like to see a major food event held at the magnificent new TECA
facility. Aberdeen is carving out a niche as a destination for foodies and it
would be great to see it used for something that would draw national, or even
international attention, to the outstanding quality of food and drink produced
in this area.
“Town & Country have serviced apartments all over the North-east, our guests
are business people and tourists from around the world. Almost without
exception they are blown away when they discover and experience products
from some the many talented local producers. Aberdeen Angus cattle and
whisky are known globally and would be a great starting point to build from
but there are companies like Mackies, Donald Russell, Ola Oils and many more
which have great stories to be told.”
Tim Waters, operations manager, Serviced Apartments by Town & Country
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Returning
to the office
Jim McPhail,

managing director,
Calpine

THE government’s Flexible
Working Taskforce is drawing
up guidance on new ways of
working ahead of relaxing
lockdown restrictions and
commentary abounds on moving
away from 9am to 5pm culture.
But most of us shall be returning to
the office in one way or another and
many never left. The question is how
do we do this in the most seamless
way we can?
This can seem complicated at first
but I see it in two phases - dealing
with what is in front of us and then
working with the legacy of lockdown.
There are not only steps to ensure the
workplace is up to scratch but there’s
a need to address staff concerns
before they even get there.
Pandemic or not, the nuts and bolts
of my business is hygiene and one
important point I need to make is that
a deep-clean does not necessarily
mean a place is CV19-free.
Disinfectant takes time to work. There
needs to be an understanding of the
difference between cleaning and
disinfecting – in short, the product has
to be left to do its job before an area
is safe.

12.

It is well understood that areas used
the most need regular disinfection
but it’s also important to really look at
where people habitually stop and lean
while checking phone messages or
having a quick break.
A good cleaning professional will not
only get your workplace ready for
returning staff but will also help you
put cleaning procedures in place.
This will include things you may not
normally think about and will be
based on current guidelines.
So, you’re armed with risk
assessments, additional health
and safety measures and cleaning
procedures - that’s the easier part.
Then there’s the human factor.

it can mean a number of things and
with an open mind a great deal can be
achieved for all those involved.
Some people just want to get back to
the office, some want to stay at home
and others want a bit of both. But
there are some who simply cannot
work remotely because of the nature
of their jobs.
So, in a wider sense flexible working
should mean giving people more
control of their working lives. If the
work setting can’t be changed, shift
patterns and ways of approaching the
job can be and these are things we’ll
all need to be thinking about in the
post-CV19 workplace.

The bulk of this really comes down to
communication. Staff need to know
the plan and have the opportunity to
air their views and feelings and not
just those who shout the loudest.
Sometimes it’s the voice you don’t
hear that is the one that most needs
to be listened to.
Concerns need to be addressed
and compromises sought to best
accommodate the business and its
people.
Flexible working is not just about
working from home full or part-time,
12.

We have the location
to suit you office needs
Our range of Aberdeen City centre office accommodation by Standard Real Estate Ltd

Exchange Street
From 2236 sq ft to 3515 sq ft
with On Site Parking

For Sale or To Let
Suites to purchase from £285,000

Blaikies Quay
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Rental from £8.50

From 218 sq ft to 7000 sq ft
Generous on site parking

To Let
Rentals from £8.50 per square foot
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Woodburn House,
5 Golden Square
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www.unionpointaberdeen.com

Suites of 255sq ft to 1777sq ft

All inclusive Rentals
Single Room Offices from £40 per week
www.woodburnhouseaberdeen.com

To discuss further contact
Hamish Munro Tel. 07951 939 932

Or contact our retained agents
Graeme Nisbet

hamish@standardrealestateltd.com

Scott Campbell Tel. 07881 620 180

Jonathan Nesbitt

scott@standardrealestateltd.com

Matt Park

Tel. 01224 597532 / 07900 205206
graeme.nisbet@fgburnett.co.uk
Tel. 01224 597531 / 07771 923401
jonathan.nesbitt@fgburnett.co.uk
Tel. 01224 415951
matthew.park@knightfrank.com

The information contained in this advertisement has been checked and unless otherwise stated, it is understood to be materially correct at the date of publication.
After printing, circumstances may change out with our control; we will inform enquirers of any changes at the earliest opportunity.
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Nomadic acquired by global
immigration firm
FRAGOMEN, the global immigration firm, has acquired a
specialist travel technology business with strong North-east
connections.
Fragomen says its acquisition of Nomadic – which provides
innovative solutions for short-term travel compliance
– bolsters its capabilities to meet clients’ modern-day
immigration and mobility needs.
Aberdeen businessman Neil Thomson played a central role
in Nomadic’s growth strategy after his city-based company,
The Visa Team, was acquired by the technology firm in
2020.
The companies will work together to develop service
models which augment Fragomen’s in-house immigration
functions. The new proposition could deliver significant
gains for oil and gas industry clients in particular.
Neil, now Europe, Middle East and Africa director with
Nomadic, said: “Companies are increasingly looking for an
all-in-one solution for the entire immigration compliance
ecosystem and Nomadic has already proven its value in
that respect.
“Our digital platform is used by oil and gas industry firms –
including one with more than 50,000 staff worldwide – and
we believe its application under the Fragomen umbrella is
another step change in the delivery of efficiency-led, short
term travel support.
“Its value to the energy market has become increasingly
relevant. We’ve witnessed a marked rise in the volume of
travel applications from Aberdeen-based oil and gas firms
in recent weeks.”

Scenic windfarm research by
university
A LANDMARK study has found that excluding windfarm
development in Great Britain’s most scenic areas results in
18% less renewable electricity generation potential and up
to 26% higher costs for operators.
The study led by the University of Aberdeen used a
website where people rate pictures of landscapes across
the country on their scenic value, comparing over a million
ratings with the outcome of wind farm planning applications
in areas rated the most scenic.
It is the first time that data has been used at a national
scale to judge how the beauty of the environment impacts
onshore windfarm development. Scientists believe it will
help policymakers manage the trade-off between public
acceptance and the costs of the required development as
part of the energy transition.
The study, which has been published in the journal Nature
Energy, was led by Professor Russell McKenna from the
University of Aberdeen’s School of Engineering, and
involves academics from institutions in Denmark, Germany,
the Netherlands and the UK.
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Jeanette Forbes

Women of the Year award for
Jeanette
ABERDEEN businesswoman Jeanette Forbes, founder
and chief executive officer of PCL Group, has been named
Leader of the Year IT Services Provider in the CEO Today
Business Women of the Year Awards.
Committed to recognising the achievements of female
entrepreneurs and leaders, the awards celebrate women
who are at the helm of their power, serving as role models
for female empowerment and success. The winners,
representing all sectors of business, come from across
Europe, the Americas, Asia, Africa and Australasia.
Jeanette, who was awarded an OBE in 2020 for her
services to business, technology and charity, founded PCL
Group in 2000. Since then the company has steadily grown
year on year and it now services a global clientele across
five sectors.
She is one of only a small percentage of women who run
globally-focussed technology companies. In the UK, only
one in three entrepreneurs are female. Figures from 2017
show that only 5.6% of UK women manage their own
businesses, compared to 15% of women in Canada, almost
11% of women in the U.S and more than 9% of women in
Australia and the Netherlands.

MISS now has an office
THE Miscarriage Information Support Service (MISS) has
secured an office on the Balmoral Business Park at Cove.
It will function as a hub where support groups and oneon-one sessions will be held when allowed. The charity’s
memory boxes and support packs will also be made and
stored there, along with merchandise such as pens, mugs,
stress balls and candles. It will also be an area for volunteers
and members to work and socialise.
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Science centre introduces
team building
THE recently revamped Aberdeen Science Centre (ASC)
has launched a new team building event package aimed at
encouraging colleagues who have been working at home to
get together to solve STEM challenges.

Duncan Skinner

Legacy fund in memory of
Duncan
ABERDEEN FC Community Trust (AFCCT) is setting up
a legacy fund in memory of its former chairman Duncan
Skinner, who tragically lost his year-long battle with cancer
in April 2021, with the goal of reaching £100,000.
Kickstarted with £20,000 donated by Mr Skinner earlier
this year and a major contribution from CNR International,
the ‘Brighter Futures’ fund will support the Trust’s work
with young people, including a year-long programme to
transform the lives of those aged between 14 and 18 and
beyond into education and employment.
Delivered by AFCCT, the Youth Ambassador programme
will give young people the chance to gain essential life
experiences, skills and qualifications otherwise not available
to them. The programme will improve their chances of
securing employment and reaching their full potential.
Each young person on the programme will be supported
in setting goals and then developing the skills and
qualifications required to reach those, through meaningful
learning, work experiences and volunteering through the
Trust. These volunteering experiences in particular will
further the reach of the programme into support for the
wider community.
Lynn Carter, partnership and business development
manager at AFCCT, said: “For different and often heartbreaking reasons, too many young people don’t engage
in learning at school or have the means to secure the work
placements and life experiences others take for granted.
But, through the Trust with its links to Aberdeen Football
Club, sports-based activities and coaching in a supportive
environment, these young people will have access to
opportunities to secure a brighter future.”

ASC unveiled its transformational new look in November,
following a £6m refurbishment which includes dedicated
event spaces for corporate meetings and educational
engagements in the Shell Learning Zone.
The centre, at the Tramsheds on Constitution Street, has
been completely modernised and extended as part of a
major project to create an aspirational science centre which
reflects the STEM priorities for both industry and education.
The half-day team building sessions include refreshments
and free time to explore the 60 new interactive exhibits, as
well as the option to add on access to meeting rooms for
more formal presentations or workshops.
Teams will be challenged to complete a series of fun,
competitive tasks, including building a self-supporting arch
in the fastest time, assembling the slowest car, designing
the most protective casing for a falling egg and deciphering
a code for a virtual escape room.

RGU and Wood join forces
for transition
ROBERT Gordon University (RGU) has joined forces with
global consulting and engineering company Wood to
tackle key challenges facing the transitioning energy sector
through a mix of research, skills development, academic/
industry discourse and new initiatives.
The two organisations have signed a Memorandum
of Understanding which will see them look at ways of
addressing these challenges and crafting solutions that will
benefit the wider industry and higher education.
The organisations co-created and co-delivered their first
event through a Student Innovation Challenge, where
students developed innovative ideas and proposals for
attracting and retaining an inclusive and diverse workforce
for the future. The initiative involved Wood executives, with
the inaugural Wood RGU Innovation Challenge trophy
awarded to the team of students who delivered the most
impactful proposal.

Prospect 13 and Cornerstone
combine
Stena acquires Intebloc
PROSPECT 13 has signed a co-operation agreement with
newcomer Cornerstone Consulting to enhance its in-house
capabilities by pooling the business acumen and synergy of
entrepreneurs Cerri McDonald and Sally Cassidy, building
on their personal relationship.

STENA Drilling, an independent drilling contractor, has
acquired a 30% stake in Intebloc, an award-winning
specialist digital lifting technology solutions provider which
improves the safety and productivity of offshore lifting
operations.

Prospect 13’s long-term, strategic approach to marketing
will be complemented by Cornerstone Consulting’s sales
enablement and leadership expertise as a result of the
alliance.

With backing from Stena Drilling, Intebloc will accelerate its
product development strategy. In addition, the investment
will enable Intebloc’s diversification into construction,
renewables and the marine sector globally.
15.
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Road to recovery
LIFE is slowly beginning
to return to the leisure and
tourism sector which has been
so badly hit over the last 18
months, but it may be some
time before it is once again
firing on all cylinders.
Cinemas and theatres are among
those facing the challenge of
accommodating enough visitors
to make their businesses viable
while ensuring they abide by all the
current regulations. For others, the
impact of CV19 has been like the
proverbial curate’s egg – good in
parts.
Grampian Transport Museum falls
into that category with curator Mike
Ward saying their greatest challenge
is uncertainty but that the lockdown
has allowed them to secure funding
and carry out projects which will
have long term benefits.
“The Transport Museum is perfectly
safe and in a robust position
financially but our only real problem
is the high degree of uncertainty,
and I suspect a number of Chamber
members will be saying the same
thing.
“We spend a lot of time trying to
guess what might happen in the
tourism sector. We were gearing up
for the emergence of OTA’s - online
16.

travel agents - and of course cruise
ships coming into Aberdeen and
we were developing new packages.
CV19 brought that to a shuddering
stop as it has, by and large, halted
international tourism and nobody
really knows what is going to replace
it for this year and next.”
He said the museum, which recently
stepped up from five to seven days
a week, is busy and he is confident
that staycation tourism will more
than substitute for the loss of
international traffic.
“We are pretty optimistic but we
don’t know and it is always a weird
feeling when you really don’t know
for sure what’s going to happen.
Last year our numbers were about
65% of what they previously were
and this year are running at a similar
level.
“We are very upbeat because we
have enjoyed massive government
support channelled to us through
our industry lead body which is
Museums Galleries Scotland. We
have also been extremely well
looked after and advised and helped
by the various agencies we work
with like VisitAberdeenshire.
“OTAs are being heralded as a
really important development for
the future of tourism where people

Grampian Transport Museum

increasingly book all the experiences
and visits and recreational stuff
online and CV19 has accelerated
that.
“We have gone to totally online
ticket sales which is a great
development. We had been thinking
about it for years but suddenly we
had no choice and we will never go
back. It’s a huge bonus because,
for example, it completely removes
queues. People book a time slot and
it spreads our visitors through the
whole working day with no peaks
or troughs. The tearoom copes, we
have the right staffing levels, the
right amount of stock and gather
lots of excellent marketing data.
“We have also been successful
in obtaining grants to fund
development work which will reduce
our overheads for year after year,
including a fully funded solar farm,
an air-to-air heat pump heating
system which cuts our electric bill
by about two thirds and 60KW of
battery storage.
“We don’t expect to return to full
blown, high-capacity events this
year but we recently restarted our
small drive-in type events called
musters to enable people to get
their classic cars out, drive them to
the museum, park them up in our
arena and meet people in a socially
distanced way.”
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Although the golf course and driving
range at the Paul Lawrie Golf Centre
on Royal Deeside has remained
open for much of the pandemic the
teaching academy, golf shop and
coffee shop were victims.
Craig Dempster, PGA director of
golf at the centre, said: “The golf
course has certainly been very busy
because it is obviously something
people can do outdoors while
socially distanced and the driving
range has been busy as well. Our
bays are three metres wide so
people have been able to distance
properly and it is predominantly
open-air.
“Because golf has been one of
the few things you can do, the
golf course has been busier than
in previous years although the
instructors have only been able to
teach since April 26. With more
people playing more golf they have
been looking for lessons which we
weren’t able to deliver until the
government guidelines allowed.”

as quickly as we can but are only
so many hours they can work.
Unfortunately some still phone
up one day wanting a lesson the
next and that hasn’t been possible.
However, we do expect that at some
point it is going to taper off.”
Craig said he believed they would
have to live with a number of the
pandemic control measures for
some considerable time.
“It has been a difficult period for
everyone. We were fortunate
because although we had to close
the retail space and the coffee shop,
we were still able to open the driving
range and the golf course.”

He said that their challenge was
not encouraging people back but
controlling the flow.

Colin Farquhar, head of cinema
operations at the Belmont
Filmhouse said: “Like those in
hospitality and retail, businesses
in the cultural and leisure sector
will be reopening cautiously. We’re
delighted that we’re trading again
and fortunate that the support
we’ve received from governments
and funders, as well as our audience,
has allowed us to get to this point,
but we know that there’s still
challenges.

“Since April 26 the instructors’
diaries have filled up very quickly.
We have three full-time teaching
staff and we are getting people in

“There may still be restrictions as
we move forward. Cinemas close in
tier three which puts us in a fragile
place. Recruitment is challenging

under the current furlough rules and
managing possible isolation periods
and illnesses add to that.
“Audiences are also understandably
still wary, however markedly more
outgoing now that many people
have had a vaccine or two – we saw
the difference after only a week of
trading and that’s really positive.
“It does feel that this time around, in
comparison to September when we
last reopened, more is happening.
The sector is moving, people are
working and there are, keenly for us,
films available and all that was much
tighter last year. We’re hopeful that
while this isn’t quite normality yet,
that normality is on the horizon.”
“We have shows booked from
August onwards and we are very
busy from September right through
to the end of 2022 plus we have
many 2023 dates booked,” said
Caroline Morgan, general manager
of the Tivoli Theatre.
“All of this will be dependent on
a favourable outcome from the
Scottish Government’s social
distancing review. With two metre
social distancing in place it is not
financially viable for us to reopen as
it would cost us to put on a show.
The good news is that almost all of
our shows which were booked from
17.
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end March 2020 - summer 2021
have moved to a future date, only a
couple have cancelled.

recently ran her first successful tours
to the popular Royal Lochnagar
distillery in Oldmeldrum.

plans to help organise the most
environmentally friendly way to
travel for staff.

“We will very much be returning
to our local amateur drama group
shows, family pantos, comedy,
dance shows, music, plays and
tribute acts. We have a really
varied programme and we have
many already sold-out shows. We
expect track and trace details will
be required for some time, and
also perhaps masks. CV19 has
accelerated us technology-wise and
we are looking at potentially having
apps to pre-order drinks.

The former oil industry worker
decided on a career change to
capitalise on her passion for event
organisation.

“The past year has demonstrated
that, as a nation, we can change
our travel behaviour and, in many
cases, our working patterns too,”
said Shona Drummond of the
organisation

“The main challenge for the Tivoli
and the whole sector will be social
distancing. There are few venues
that can make it work with this in
place. We are all just really hopeful
that things can continue to go the
way they are and we move to Level
0 and then beyond, which will be
needed for us to reopen. As soon as
we are given the go-ahead we will
be ready.”
Lucinda Craig launched her new
whisky distillery tour company just
as the first lockdown started, spent
the first year successfully building a
social media presence, and now has
more than 10,000 followers.
Still Tours Scotland is in partnership
with Ellon Whisky Shop and Lucinda
18.

“We are sitting in the heartland
of Scotland’s whisky industry,
not far from Speyside, so we are
ideally located,” she said. “As well
as distillery tours all over Scotland
we are organising gin tours and
tours which include golf or a castle
visit in the morning and a distillery
trip in the afternoon – the tours
are bespoke so we will organise
whatever anyone wants.
“I am also trying to support local
businesses and, for example, have
established relationships with
golf clubs, football clubs, a luxury
limousine company, food and
drink clubs and most recently the
McGinty’s Group which is one of
the largest independent hospitality
groups in the North-east. We are
promoting them and they are
promoting us.”
As people begin to return to
their workplaces in all sectors
Travelknowhow Scotland is offering
companies free advice on the
best way to implement travel

“This is now the time to put in place
measures and support to enable
your employees to maintain these
changes in travel behaviour in 2021
and beyond.
“Travelknowhow Scotland is an
online resource which offers
organisations across Scotland free,
easy access to a wide variety of
travel planning solutions which
help with the development and
implementation of measures to
engage with their employees in
order to start changing travel
behaviour to and from their own
workplace.”
The website offers access to
travel planning information and
links to local resources, specialist
travel planning advice, specialist
marketing advice to aid employee
engagement; practical hints and
tips; and adaptable downloadable
templates aimed at providing cost
effective internal and external
communications.
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Curl Aberdeen is gearing up to
start a full season in September
having been forced to close for
all but five of last year’s 30-week
season. However staff did have the
opportunity to get back to work
recently when the rink hosted
the prestigious and televised
World Mixed Doubles Curling
Championship, the sport’s Olympic
trials.
“We also lost about three weeks of
the 2019-20 season,” said manager
Tom Brewster. “The café, bar and the
rooms we let out to various groups
and organisations were closed. It
meant a huge loss of revenue but
we did manage to obtain some
funding for private ice rinks from
the Scottish Government through
sportscotland but it had certain
conditions. One was that we had to
improve our air handling system in
the ice hall. That is now underway
and may not be completed until the
last week in September.
“In the run up to December it will be
club curling and from December to
April it will be competition heavy.All
the competitions are organised now
and we are in the middle of doing all
the paperwork for the bookings.”
He said bookings were down on
previous years and competitions
were proving harder to organise

because, at the moment, people
aren’t willing to commit or travel.
It is only in recent years that people
have been delighted to get inside
Peterhead Prison and in the last 18
months there have been thousands
disappointed by the enforced
closure of the popular and awardwinning museum.
Alex Geddes, operations manager,
said that the prison had only
managed to trade for two months
in the year before it reopened at the
end of April.
The prison has new exhibits opening
this summer including a 24-foot
three-dimensional model of the
railway which ran between the
prison and quarry 2.5 miles away.
“It will show the train leaving the
former prison complex, heading up
past the old village of Burnhaven
and the Glenugie Distillery, which
were both demolished, and it’s all to
scale. It is being built by the Men’s
Shed at Westhill and as it has been
closed, they have been working at
home.”

granite can be found in New York,
the original base of the fountains
of Trafalgar Square was Peterhead
granite, as is the base of London’s
Tower Bridge; and the staircase
of The Bowes Museum in the now
famous eyesight-testing destination,
Barnard Castle, is of polished red
Peterhead granite.
“If we compare pre-CV19 to now
we’re probably working at about a
quarter of the numbers we usually
had,” said Alex. “One of the massive
benefits we have is that you can
have a few hundred people in here
at the same time and you wouldn’t
know, even in the halls, which are
huge.
“We are also finding that people are
very mannerly and well behaved
and no-one is pushing past. Oldfashioned manners seem to have
returned - or maybe it’s just that
when people walk in here they think
‘We had better do what we are
told.’”

The area next to that is going to be
about life in the quarry. He explained
that many people are unaware that
the quarry stones were used for
much more than just building the
Peterhead Bay breakwaters. The red
19.
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Move beyond
the collection
tin
by Karen Oliver,

senior associate, private client,
Stronachs LLP

LIKE all sectors, charities have
suffered greatly since the
pandemic took hold. The latest
survey from the Office of the
Scottish Charity Regulator
(OSCR), published in December,
revealed that 70% of charities
have seen negative impacts on
those they support, with one in
six smaller charities indicating
that they will be unable to
continue the work they were
set up to do within the next two
years.
While huge numbers of us regularly
support charities through cash
donations, voluntary work or leaving
legacies under our wills, higher
net worth individuals may want to
consider the option of setting up their
own charity. This can be achieved
during their lifetime or on death
under their will. The charity could
provide services itself or become a
grant making body donating to other
charitable causes. For example, a
charity could be set up to support the
arts in a local area and could provide
funding to community art projects or
to a struggling theatre.
As well as offering vital support to
the sector, there are tax advantages
to charitable giving.

• Any gifts made to charities during
lifetime or on death are exempt from
inheritance tax
• Where a set percentage of the
estate is left to charity on death,
the remaining estate benefits from
a reduced rate of inheritance tax –
great news for the charity but also
for the family too
There are a number of forms a charity
can take. Which vehicle is most
appropriate will depend on a number
of factors, including the purposes for
which the charity is being set up, the
activities it will engage in and who is
running it. Once established, charity
trustees have a number of duties,
including to report annually to OSCR
and to act in the best interests of the
charity.
One of the most common options
is a charitable trust. This is a good
option where the charity is to be run
by a small number of people and
will not be undertaking substantial
business activities. A trust allows the
founder to retain an element of control
as he or she can be named as a trustee
of the charity. This form is particularly
suitable for grant making charities.

Where business activities are
anticipated, a charity can be
incorporated under the Companies
Acts as a company limited by
guarantee. This is a more expensive
option both to establish and operate
but it gives the key advantage of
separate legal personality. Unless
directors or members engage in
deliberate fraud, they generally cannot
be called upon to contribute towards
any company debt.
A further option to consider is the
Scottish Charitable Incorporated
Organisation (SCIO), which is
essentially a hybrid. A SCIO is set up
by way of a constitution put in place
by two or more people. It offers the
convenience of corporate personality
but without the need, or expense, of
complying with company legislation.
Whatever route is taken, benefitting
the ailing sector while securing crucial
tax advantages makes charity creation
an option worth exploring.
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CALA launches sustainability
strategy
CALA Group has launched a sustainability strategy which
will involve each of its divisions playing a major role in a
more environmentally responsible future.
Reinforcing CALA’s long-standing commitment to
sustainability, the strategy will provide a new focus to help
the business achieve its targets of building homes that are
operationally net zero carbon from 2030 and reaching net
zero greenhouse gas emissions in line with the Scottish
Government’s 2045 target and ahead of UK Government’s
2050 target.

Graham Park at Culzean Castle

Mackie’s cool contract
VISITORS to Scotland’s finest beauty spots and historic
locations will be able to enjoy sweet treats from Mackie’s of
Scotland following a landmark new contract.
The Aberdeenshire brand has become the official ice cream
supplier to at least 29 National Trust for Scotland venues
which have facilities for eating in or carry out cones and
mini-tubs of ice cream.
As a result, the ice cream maker estimates that, guidelines
permitting, it will ship up to 60,000 litres to the famous
sites this summer, with visitors enjoying more than 250,000
scoops.
Sites that will stock the ice cream include Crathes Castle,
Culzean Castle and Country Park, Glencoe National Nature
Reserve and Glenfinnan Monument.
It is a major boost to Mackie’s foodservice business, which
was hit as cafes, theatres, restaurants and attractions closed
for much of the last year.
Food services manager Graham Park said: “This is a big
positive step for us as a business – and after a year that has
devastated foodservice – we’re thrilled to have secured this
partnership.”

HGF continues European
expansion
HGF has launched the next phase of its European
expansion with the opening of its new business in France
based in its 22nd European office, in Rennes.
The office will be led by new partner, Vivien Verbrugge,
who joined the firm in February 2021. France is of strategic
importance in HGF’s expansion in providing a panEuropean intellectual property solution to its worldwide
clients.

The team in Aberdeen – which has seven live developments
across the North-east – has been empowered to be at the
heart of the strategy alongside colleagues from across the
UK, driving forward a number of innovations, trials and
ideas to reduce CALA’s environmental impact now and in
the future.
A North ‘Green Team’ has been established along with
nine others from each of CALA’s offices, to brainstorm,
research and implement initiatives which will help bring
about positive change in the region, from energy saving and
recycling measures within offices, to employee wellbeing
and meaningful community support initiatives. In total,
more than 90 employees across the CALA businesses
are actively involved in helping to achieve its sustainability
objectives.
The North team has introduced the first electric vehicle
to the housebuilder’s fleet, in partnership with Inveruriebased Jim Reid Vehicle Sales and Service. The fully liveried
customer service van is the first in a move that will see
greener transport rolled out across the entire business in
the coming months and years.

RGU top modern university
in Scotland
FOR the second successive year Robert Gordon University
(RGU) has been ranked as Scotland’s top modern university
(post-1992) in the Complete University Guide 2022.
In the 2022 guide RGU rose eight places in the student
satisfaction metric to become the third best university
in Scotland and seventh in the UK, while also having
seven of its subjects ranked as top 10 in the UK for overall
performance.
Deputy principal and vice-principal for academic
development and student experience, Professor Elizabeth
Hancock, said: “RGU’s achievements in this year’s Complete
University Guide confirm the positive impact of our
commitment to student-centred curriculum design and
delivery, as well as working in partnership with students to
support their resilience, growth as individuals, and success
in their studies. It’s also testament to the commitment and
dedication of our whole staff community.”
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AGR acquires to take the
lead
IN A move to take the lead in delivering advances in
digital rig scheduling, energy software solutions provider
AGR Software is to acquire the Deloitte Digital portfolio
application ‘RIG’.
The acquisition will expand AGR Software’s portfolio of
applications which enable game-changing efficiencies in
the energy exploration and production sectors.
AGR Software, which is part of the global energy services
partner AGR, has a number of applications available on its
iQx™ platform. The platform helps digitise the well delivery
process.

Alpacas help wellbeing
at Lathallan
LATHALLAN School in Angus has welcomed four alpacas
to enhance student wellbeing and engagement.

James Fisher acquires
Subsea Engenuity

The characterful creatures have joined the growing number
of animals living within the 60 acre school grounds in
Johnshaven, where animal husbandry, outdoor learning
and environmental awareness are embedded in the school
ethos.

JAMES Fisher has acquired the entire share capital of
engineering solutions and consultancy company, Subsea
Engenuity Limited, a move which extends its current
decommissioning capability under James Fisher Offshore
(JFO).

Lathallan pupils have named the alpacas Fluffy, Macapaca,
Popcorn and Marmalade and are actively involved in all
aspects of their care – from feeding and exercising the
animals to replenishing water and maintaining their living
spaces.

The £750,000 deal secures access to innovative well
abandonment technology affording customers a route to
eliminating ongoing platform maintenance costs, as well as
technology for well cap setting, allowing the seabed to be
returned to its natural state with no pollution impact.

Swire Energy Services
invests in renewables
GLOBAL energy services provider Swire Energy Services
(SES) has invested in wind operations and maintenance
(O&M) technology start-up company, BladeInsight, to
support renewable development.
SES has obtained a majority shareholding, with options for
further future investment.
Founded in 2015 by André Moura, BladeInsight is a
Portugal-based technology company providing the wind
sector with cloud-based O&M asset management software
and autonomous drone robotic solutions for wind turbine
blades.
This is Swire Energy Services’ first investment in a
technology company exclusively servicing the renewable
energy industry. The investment forms part of the longterm strategic development for SES in its growth path into
the renewable energy sector.
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The acquisition of the RIG portfolio optimisation tool will, in
the longer run, allow current and new iQx users to manage
their entire well planning, operations and reporting from
one simple platform.

The addition of this innovative technology enhances
JFO’s capability by enabling full subsea decommissioning
solutions from subsea well abandonment through
to structure removal and creates additional value for
customers.
In addition to the intellectual property assets included in the
transaction, the co-founder of Subsea Engenuity, Richard
Henderson, will join JFO’s decommissioning team.

Anniversary success for
Brimmond
BRIMMOND Group, the independent integrated
engineering company, is celebrating its 25th year in
operation with an increase in turnover, rental contracts
and rental revenue for this year’s first quarter, as a result of
continued global demand for its services.
The Aberdeenshire-based provider of hydraulic, pneumatic,
mechanical and electrical solutions has enjoyed a 6%
increase in whole business turnover for 2021 and, over first
quarter of this year, a 35% increase in contracts for its rental
equipment fleet compared to the same Q1 period of 2020.
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Funding win for improved
public transport
THE North East of Scotland Bus Alliance has been
successful in its bid for £12m from Transport Scotland’s Bus
Partnership Fund.
The ambitious proposals have been developed with the
vision to significantly transform public transport provision.
The success of the bid means that early work can begin on
the development of an Aberdeen Rapid Transit system, as
well as delivering significant bus priority in the city centre
and on key routes into the city.
Funding will be used to develop the business cases and
designs for city centre and radial corridor bus priority
measures and the Aberdeen Rapid Transit system.
The award will also support planned improvements at
South College Street, a key City Centre Masterplan scheme
which helps to unlock wider improvements for bus priority
in the city centre. These changes will benefit many of the
region’s bus services, as well as allowing for public realm
measures to enhance the city centre as a destination.
The rapid transit system is set to revitalise public transport
for the region, delivering a prioritised, high-frequency
solution for travel. The project is an integral part of the new
Regional Transport Strategy, Nestrans 2040, offering highcapacity, modern vehicles and supported by infrastructure
to ensure efficient operation and competitive journey times.

All-Energy postponed

Karen Slupinski,

Coaching consultant,
Cognition Coaching
Area of expertise?
Leadership development, coaching and
psychometric colour profiling.

What should people know?
Just because you are technically brilliant in your
role, it doesn’t mean to say you will be a brilliant
leader.

What’s the biggest mistakes companies
make?
Most companies see the next step in career
progression as a managerial role however they
don’t provide the employee with the necessary
training or support. This can lead to the employee
feeling overwhelmed, HR issues with the staff they
are managing and potential burn-out for the new
manager.

What’s your top tip?
Prepare the employee for this next step, set them
up for success not failure. Offer them training in
people management and soft skills and give them
support as they learn and grow. The Chamber has
a raft of training courses that cover these specific
skills gaps. Also, coaching is an integral part of
building strong and effective leaders.

RX (Reed Exhibitions Limited) has announced that AllEnergy, the UK’s largest annual renewable and low carbon
energy exhibition and conference, and the co-located
Dcarbonise, will take place on May 11 and 12, 2022, at the
Scottish Event Campus (SEC).
In place of the face-to-face event, Dcarbonise Week will
be staged in the early autumn as a pre-COP26 week-long
Virtual Summit. Dcarbonise Week will provide exceptional
educational and guidance from industry leading experts
involved in clean energy, transport, cities, industry, travel,
and farming, all with clear messages for the global summit,
the green recovery and a Just Transition.

ABERDEEN &
FRASERBURGH

WEALTH

01224 824777

FINANCIAL PLANNING SPECIALISTS
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DYW expands team of
school coordinators
DEVELOPING the Young Workforce (DYW) North East has
deepened its links with secondary schools across Aberdeen
city and Aberdeenshire by expanding its new team of
employer school coordinators.

Michael Milne, Dales Marine

Dales bring shipbuilding
back to Aberdeen
DALES Marine Services Ltd, a ship repair company with
more than 30 years’ vessel experience and expertise, has
been awarded a contract to fabricate a new multi-cat vessel
platform to support the aquaculture sector.
The company has dry docks in Aberdeen, Leith, Greenock
and Troon with a supporting dry dock at Grangemouth.
It has been working closely with the aquaculture sector
delivering dry dock services at its west coast facilities
in both Greenock and Troon and providing offshore
technicians and engineers to carry out urgent vessel
maintenance and repair services in-situ.
Marine Design International Ltd is working with Dales Marine
Services on the new build, Multifarm 18, after success in a
highly competitive international tendering process.
Michael Milne, chief executive officer of Dales Marine
Services, said: “We know from our records that the Dales
dry dock in Aberdeen last saw a vessel built in it during the
late 1980s when the dry dock was owned by Halls Russell.
It is an exciting chapter for the dry dock to be bringing
back shipbuilding to Aberdeen, all be it a smaller vessel but
hopefully the start of bigger things to come.”

A feast of Michelin chefs
SIGNATURE Food Festival is returning to Aberdeen in
November with a star-studded line up of Michelin-starred
chefs including Marco Pierre White and Richard Corrigan.
World class chefs, who between them hold 12 Michelin stars
and 23 AA Rosettes, will create their Signature dishes in the
kitchens of The Chester Hotel in Aberdeen which hosts the
award-winning festival.
Tickets, for the event, which raises money for children’s
charities across the North-east, are now on sale.
The festival, which is sponsored by Wood, is now in
its fourth year and will feature the return of Signature
favourites including Glynn Purnell for his third appearance
at the annual celebration of gastronomy; and Atul Kochhar,
the first Michelin starred Indian chef, for his second
appearance. Great British Menu winners and mentors Phil
Howard and Daniel Clifford, who both made their debut at
the 2019 event, will also return to Aberdeen.
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Six additional recruits have joined the eight coordinators
who started with the DYW North East team in January,
positioning the organisation to provide enhanced on-theground support to all 32 secondary schools across the
region.
The team will be based in the schools - as and when access
is permitted within the current CV19 guidelines – and will
work with head teachers, the school’s designated DYW
leads, SDS careers advisors and other partners to ensure a
‘no wrong door’ approach for young people.
Focused on implementing a programme of employer
engagement which increases pupils’ career awareness
and skills development, the coordinators will seek to boost
employer engagement and partnerships, helping to provide
a wealth of enriching career opportunities for young people.
The expanded team will action requests for employer
input from partners and work with the schools to enhance
employer engagement in the curriculum, while also
ensuring any young person identified as requiring additional
employers intervention to position them for a bright future
is supported.

AAB merges for Scottish
expansion
ANDERSON Anderson & Brown (AAB), the tech-enabled
business critical services group and Glasgow-based
accountants, Hardie Caldwell, have merged to accelerate
AAB’s plans of becoming a leading Scottish regional
player across the country’s three biggest cities, Glasgow,
Edinburgh and Aberdeen.
AAB and Hardie Caldwell reported a combined turnover
last financial year of £30m with ambition to deliver £50m
group revenue by 2025 following the merger. As a result of
the merger, AAB expects to strengthen its 330+ team with
further recruitment later this year and there will be no job
losses from either firm as a result of the merger.
The Hardie Caldwell business will be re-branded as AAB.
The two businesses will join seamlessly having worked in
partnership for the last three decades as part of the UKwide Accelerate association of accounting firms.
The three Hardie Caldwell partners, Angus McCuaig,
Douglas Emery and Pauline McGarry, all become AAB
partners as a result of the merger, with Angus McCuaig,
current managing partner of Hardie Caldwell, assuming the
role of AAB’s managing partner in Glasgow, having been
appointed to the AAB board.
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KR to upgrade Baxters at
Fochabers
KR GROUP Scotland has been awarded the contract to
carry out works for Baxters Food Group, as part of an
upgrade plan to the existing buildings at its Fochabers base
in Moray.
The work, which is now underway, will involve a range of KR
Group’s expert services including roof upgrades, structural
steel works, cladding works and associated groundworks.

Wood extends Equinor
contract
Dr Louise Slaney

The main causes of offshore
health concerns
GLOBAL healthcare provider International SOS has
released a report detailing key health concerns for the
energy sector’s workforce.
The report is the largest and most comprehensive study
into the health of the UK’s offshore workforce and, as
such, provides powerful insights into the causes of medical
interventions and what can be done to prevent them.
The findings reveal that cardiovascular and mental health
are the top two factors that result in the majority of medical
consultations and interventions such as medevacs.
Data gathered throughout 2019 from consultations with
energy sector workers, and International SOS - the largest
provider of medical and occupational health services to the
UK energy industry – was collected from 51,500 workers.
The report found that cardiovascular issues were the main
cause of medevacs and that the majority (41%) involved
males between the age of 55-64.
Additionally, 21% of the participants smoke – 6% higher than
the national average – and less than one in five had an ideal
blood pressure.
Mental health is an increasing concern for energy workers,
accounting for 29% of all consultations. Of those, more than
half (52%) cited stress as the main factor in their mental
health and one in four of these cases is work-related.
Dr Louise Slaney medical director at International SOS
said: “Our analysis has shown that heart problems and
mental health are the biggest risks facing the industry
and its workforce. Both of these can be reduced through
preventative measures and we will be launching a Hearts
and Minds campaign to roll-out the strategies employers
can adopt to improve the health of their employees.
“This invaluable data provides our clients and the industry
with insight to effectively allocate resources, promote
early intervention and improve the overall health of the
workforce.”

WOOD, the global consulting and engineering company,
has been awarded an extension to its existing framework
agreement with international energy company, Equinor, to
support its offshore assets on the Norwegian Continental
Shelf.
With the agreement extending through to Q1 2023, Wood
will work with Equinor to drive down costs, increase
efficiency and improve sustainability across the company’s
Snorre A, Snorre B, Visund, Grane and Martin Linge
platforms.
While ensuring reliable and safe production, Wood will tap
into its global decarbonisation expertise to identify and
implement solutions which will play a key role in optimising
energy consumption and reducing carbon emissions across
the assets.

Bank of Scotland launches
digital academy
BANK of Scotland has launched a new digital academy to
help people, businesses and charities across Scotland boost
their essential skills.
The academy includes live training sessions as well
as videos, interactive webpages and guides that can
be accessed on demand at any time, all for free. It is
also committed to helping more than 10,000 Scottish
businesses with their digital skills.
The online lessons are available to everyone and will build
a wide range of skills, from improving confidence online
to developing a website for your business, managing your
money and staying connected with friends and family. The
academy also provides access to online events for small
businesses and charities to network virtually and hear from
expert speakers.
Bank of Scotland’s latest research revealed that 67% of
people said they would improve their digital skills if they
knew support was available.
The new data also found that almost two-thirds (63%) of
people across Scotland are spending more time online and
doing more online. For those who have tried new things for
the first time during lockdown, more than nine in 10 (94%)
expect this to continue in the long-term and almost a fifth
(17%) are concerned that their digital skills still aren’t good
enough.
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The other black gold
WHEN Scotland’s first coffee
houses opened almost 350
years ago it was only wealthy
merchants who could afford
to gather for conversation and
enjoy the dark brown beverage.
Nowadays, we drink around 95
million cups of coffee a day in the
UK, with the coffee industry creating
more than 210,000 UK jobs. The
average 18-34-year-old coffee
drinker consumes around 1.5 cups
a day rising to 2.1 cups for the over
55s. Coffee is big business.
In 1988 Dughall and Maureen
Leask had the vision to see the
transformation happening and
launched Caber Coffee in Aberdeen
with the aim of making speciality
coffee and coffee equipment
available to all types of businesses in
North-east Scotland and beyond.
“When my parents started the
business everything was instant
coffee at work and at home and
you maybe got a filter coffee at a
swanky restaurant but espresso
machines were almost unheard-of,”
said their son Findlay, who now runs
the business.
As demand for Caber’s coffee
machines and own label coffee grew
the business progressed from the
Leask’s bedroom to their garage
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and eventually to the Holburn Street
office and warehouse from which
they still operate.
“The millennium was a major turning
point for real coffee in the Northeast,” said Findlay. “Out on the
High Street things were exploding.
Coffee shops were opening left
right and centre, people began
buying these relatively expensive
machines and offices were starting
to ask about coffee machines. It was
around this time that McDonald’s
moved from filter coffee to ‘bean to
cup’ machines and you could see
the market changing. We began
offering a much broader selection of
equipment and the net result of that
is we are now in a position where no
matter what type of business knocks
on our door, whether an office
of three people, or 350 people,
a hair salon or a café, restaurant,
five-star hotel or a burger van we
have genuinely got something for
everyone.”
He explained that Caber’s two main
markets were hospitality and the
office market and in April last year,
simultaneously, hospitality shut
down and office workers were told
to work from home.
“The impact in April 2020 was that
we ended up with a turnover of 5%
of the previous year.

“Our fixed costs were still our main
burden and when we walked into
the warehouse we were looking
at a ticking timebomb because
everything on the shelves had got
an expiry date and we had tens of
thousands of pounds worth on the
shelves.”
His solution was to use Caber’s
social media channels to announce
to those who enjoyed their coffee
that they would deliver it, in
domestic size quantities, to their
homes.
“So that’s what we did. We tried to
saturate social media in Aberdeen
city and Aberdeenshire with
messages and we then literally
delivered one bag of coffee to
multiple doorsteps from Stonehaven
to Ellon and Oldmeldrum and
Banchory. That’s how we got by and
began to liquidate our stock.
“More and more people have small
domestic coffee machines, some
have cafetieres or a little device
called an AeroPress. There are loads
of cost-effective options for making
fresh coffee at home.
“Things have picked up a bit,
although we have had to slightly
reduce our staff, but the new normal
for us certainly holds some element
of requiring to work with that retail
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market and I think it will be the
same for everyone in our nature of
business.
“I don’t think we’re ever going
to have the numbers back in the
workplace we had before and I hear
people talking in terms of 50% or
60%. Offices will downscale and
people will be working from home.
Because many are making savings
by not having to commute, we are
hoping they might decide to treat
themselves to a little coffee machine
for the house – and who knows,
caring employers might supply
them for staff or offer some sort of
purchase scheme.
“We already have a selection of
machines that can be used in the
domestic market but an indication
of how things might change is that
we were recently approached by
Lavazza, one of Italy’s best globally
recognised coffee names, to
distribute in this area and they have
recently launched a little machine
which is ideal for popping in the
corner of the kitchen.”
Alan Fulton has been operating his
mobile coffee and snacks service
Cafe2U for seven years and while he
did experience a decline from 201517 as a result of the oil slump he has
enjoyed a CV19 boost over the past
18 months.

“I have a daily route starting in
Cove and going right through Torry,
Tullos, Portlethen, Altens, Bridge of
Don, pretty much across the city
doing home deliveries. A lot of my
business is for people in offshorerelated yards which were classed as
essential, so working offshore never
really stopped.
“Over the last 18 months I have seen
an increase in people wanting my
product and wanting my service.
It may have been helped by no
longer having vans from one of my
competitors on the road but I’ve
actually increased business - I’ve
gone from 55 companies to 70
companies a day. It’s good.
“People enjoy having a barista-style
service to their door rather than
having to go and boil the kettle and
wait for the powder to dissolve.
They don’t want instant coffee as
much they used to and would rather
spend a little bit of money on a
great cup of coffee. We are about
40p cheaper than the High Street,
we give you a third more coffee and
we deliver it to your door.

address and we would turn up.
Within a week I was doing over 250
cups a day.
“My van has a rather nifty Godfather
theme tune horn and soon that
attracted new customers who were
really missing a latte, cappuccino or
a flat white and they became regular
customers who I have maintained.
“Aberdonians love a big cup of
coffee but if they are looking for
a bigger hit I always suggest they
downsize. A lot of my customers
have been converted from large
lattes (16oz) to flat whites in an 8oz
cup.
“If you want a big coffee hit, have it
small – because it’s small in volume
it has a higher proportion of coffee
to milk.
“About 35% of my day is now flat
whites. We do sell food but we are a
coffee van that sells food.”

“During the first lockdown I
messaged around 700 clients in
the 55 companies I serviced and
said that if they wanted their daily
fix delivered we could still do that.
All they had to do was text their
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Eco-friendly rail travel focus
for design competition
CHILDREN and young people are being encouraged to
take part in an inspiring new poster competition, launched
by London North Eastern Railway (LNER) to capture their
visions of eco-friendly travel through fun artwork.

AAB invests for future
growth with 30 new posts
ANDERSON Anderson & Brown (AAB), the tech-enabled
business critical services group, has strengthened its plans
for future growth by expanding the management team with
30 new posts in the last 12 months.
The latest investment in talent by AAB includes eight new
appointments and 22 internal promotions to both manager
and senior manager positions, bringing its management
team to 90 across the London, Glasgow, Edinburgh and
Aberdeen offices.
The significant expansion of AAB’s management team
comes on the back of AAB announcing ambitious growth
plans to become a £50m revenue group by 2025.
AAB currently employs around 330 across the UK and has
a turnover of around £30m.
Graeme Allan, chief executive, said: “We are building real
momentum in the pursuit of our growth plans and this is
reflected in these 30 new posts within our management
team. I’m delighted that we continue to welcome new talent
to the group, alongside the continued development and
progression of our outstanding team.
“This promotion round includes not only individuals from
our four UK offices but also those across all of our business
units and our internal support teams. Everyone has an
important role to play in enhancing our service delivery and
contributing towards our ambitious growth plans for 2025
and beyond.”

A diversity first for Serco
SERCO NorthLink Ferries has achieved Investors in
Diversity status – the first ferry operator in the UK to receive
the accreditation.
The award, granted by the National Centre for Diversity
(NCD), reflects the dedication and effort NorthLink has
made to create an inclusive workplace. It also shows
its commitment to fairness, respect, equality, diversity,
inclusion and engagement – the central principles outlined
by the NCD.
In addition to the award, NorthLink was also recently
named in the NCD’s Top 100 Most Inclusive Workplaces
for 2021, one of only four Scottish representatives along
with Port of Leith Housing Association, South Lanarkshire
College and The Law Society of Scotland.
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The competition focuses on the importance of sustainable
travel, with the winning entries expected to brighten up
stations and concourses ahead of and during UN Climate
Change Conference (COP26) later this year.
Ahead of COP26 in November, LNER, which serves 53
stations across the East Coast Main Line, is encouraging
children aged seven to 17 years of age to think about what
sustainable travel and the environment means to them. The
deadline for entries is noon on September 15, 2021.

Proserv Middle East
acquisition
CONTROLS technology company Proserv Controls has
acquired Dron & Dickson Electromechanical Contracting
(DDEC) LLC, the Middle Eastern business of Dron &
Dickson, UK based experts in the supply, assembly and
maintenance of hazardous area and industrial electrical
equipment.
The deal reinforces and expands the breadth of offering
and capability that Proserv delivers in the Middle East and
North Africa, where it has multiple sites including in Abu
Dhabi, Dubai, Doha and Dammam.
The entire DDEC business and inventory will be fully
integrated and absorbed into Proserv’s Middle East based
service operation and will relocate to the company’s stateof-the-art new facility in Abu Dhabi, which was opened in
2020.

Mackies opens online store
CHOCOLATE lovers throughout the UK can now buy
Mackie’s of Scotland’s range of bars direct from the home
farm following the launch of its online store.
Coinciding with the creation of a new website and brand
identity, the e-commerce offering is giving buyers easy
access - regardless of where they live - to the full range of
Mackie’s farm-made chocolates.
Mackie’s of Scotland, best known as one of the UK’s
favourite ice cream brands, launched its chocolate range in
2014, converting a former tractor shed on its Aberdeenshire
family farm into a chocolate factory.
Chocolate proved to be one of the popular lock-down
treats and achieved a 46% annual growth in chocolate sales
last year.
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Looking for a local meeting venue, somewhere
to pop in for a coffee with friends – look no further
A wonderful oasis of hospitality close to the centre of Aberdeen. We’re proudly independent with a
four-star rating from Visit Scotland. Our 34 en suite rooms all offer free WiFi and are comfortable
and spacious, with lift access to our first-floor bedrooms and disabled facilities on the ground floor.
Indoor and outdoor seating available
MEETINGS & EVENTS
The Atholl Hotel is the perfect location for
conference and business events in Aberdeen.
We have two beautiful function rooms, fully
equipped for board meetings, training courses,
seminars or conferences.
We provide a member of staff to work with
your event organiser and we can provide PC
projectors, screens, flipcharts and anything else
you may require.
Oakhill
Beechgrove

Theatre Style Boardroom Style Classroom Style
15
10
–
50
24
24

COVID restrictions will apply to numbers

Open daily for Coffee,
Lunch and Evening meals.
Takeaway service available
Friday, Saturday and Sunday

2 CONSECUTIVE
NIGHT SPECIAL OFFER

2 nights for £120 for B&B.
Offer valid Thurs, Fri, Sat & Sun
To book please contact
the Hotel on 01224 323 505
subject to availability

Atholl hotel, 54 King’s Gate, Aberdeen, AB15 4YN
FREE parking for hotel guests
info@atholl-aberdeen.co.uk | Tel: 01224 323505 | www.atholl-aberdeen.co.uk
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Feeling
optimistic
Jane Spiers,

chief executive,
Aberdeen Performing Arts

I’M CHANNELLING Joni
Mitchell’s ‘Don’t it always seem
to go, that you don’t know what
you’ve got ‘til it’s gone’. It’s been
18 months since we dimmed the
lights in all three of our venues
and we’re still waiting for curtain
up, all the more shocking for
an industry whose byline is ‘the
show must go on.’
The pandemic has had a devastating
impact on the cultural sector and
particularly the performing arts.
Aberdeen Performing Arts is a charity
but nearly 90% of our turnover is
self-generated income and that was
wiped out overnight.
We’ve battled insolvency, we’ve
fought off an unwelcome takeover
bid and we’ve struggled to safeguard
jobs and keep our team together. In
2019 we were named Business of the
Year at the Northern Star Awards and
in 2020 we were closed and broke. So
why do I feel optimistic?
Because we’re still here, our 200+
staff are preparing to come off
furlough and we’ll be back up and
running soon. Our company has been
tested to the limit and our values-led
culture, work ethic, adaptability and
resourcefulness have seen us through.
Proof that if you surround yourself
with talented, creative people you can
face and conquer anything together.
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The pandemic has shown that radical
change is possible. So what have we
learned and what does that mean for
arts and culture in the North-east?
Despite many hurdles, cultural
activities were widely supported and
highly valued during the pandemic.
Many people turned to the arts as
a positive pathway to cope with the
isolation, loneliness, anxiety and
boredom that came with lockdown.
As a sector we rose to the challenge
in the digital space, finding new
audiences and new ways of engaging.
In February, we live-streamed
Granite Noir to an amazing 24,000
people from 77 different countries,
putting the festival - and Aberdeen
- on a world stage. The pandemic
has highlighted our basic human
and spiritual need to connect and
participate in collective cultural
experience and shown us how much
less rich our lives are without this.
I’m optimistic because as we turn
our minds to re-inventing and reimagining the city of the future, we
are well placed to mobilise to make
the most of our arts and cultural
assets thanks to significant cultural
investment pre pandemic – in the
Music Hall, Art Gallery, P&J Live, Union
Terrace Gardens. But valuing and
optimising culture as a resource has to
be more than investing in the physical

infrastructure – in art galleries, concert
halls and theatres.
Charles Landry, author of The
Creative City, reflects: ‘If self-renewal
is to be self-sustaining, people need to
feel engaged, involved and have the
opportunity to give of their best and
be empowered’. I’d love to think our
pandemic experience is the paradigm
shift we need to achieve real cultural
depth, to put our artists, creatives and
the cultural sector at the centre of
policy making, investing in our ideas
and our energy as agents of change,
lateral thinkers, innovators, problem
solvers and risk takers. Now more
than ever we need to make culture a
truly component part of sustainable
regional development strategies,
integral to economic regeneration and
community wellbeing, more than a
‘nice to have.’
I learned during the pandemic that
the root meaning of pandemic is ‘all
people’. We miss you, can’t wait for us
all to be together in our venues again.
We’ve seen how the digital space can
augment the offer, but it’s not the new
normal, it can’t replicate the buzz,
the sense of belonging, the shared
experience, the warm glow that we
get from live performance. Check out
our upcoming programme on
www.aberdeenperformingarts.com
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Offshore Europe set for
February 2022
SPE Offshore Europe 2021 has been postponed to
February 1-4, 2022 at P&J Live but the conference will run
virtually from September 7-10, 2021.
“With September rapidly approaching, many health and
safety uncertainties still exist around holding major indoor
events of the scale of SPE Offshore Europe,” said Jonathan
Heastie, portfolio director – energy and marine at RX (Reed
Exhibitions), co-organiser with the Society of Petroleum
Engineers.
Ian MacIntosh, Paisley-Anne McGale and Melissa Forrest

Razor Digital Media moves to
new office space
DIGITAL marketing firm Razor Digital Media has announced
a move to a new office space which comes as a result of sixfigure growth over the past year, seeing the team double to
meet growing demand.
Led by managing directors Ian MacIntosh and Melissa
Forrest, Razor Digital Media has moved to office premises
at Citibase Aberdeen, located on Queen’s Road.
The fully serviced business centre provides a platform to
support their continued growth and development plans for
2022.
Commenting on the office move, Ian said: “Having the
flexibility to work from home during the CV19 outbreak
has attributed to the continued success of the business.
However, it has been important to plan our return to office
working, whenever restrictions allow this to resume.
“Citibase Aberdeen provides a high-quality office suite
that will play a vital role in helping us achieve our growth
objectives, which include delivering tailored solutions to
maximise the benefits for our growing client base.”
Razor Digital Media has secured several new contracts
in the past few months throughout Scotland, as well as
international clients in the UAE and Thailand, across multiple
industry sectors including oil and gas, recruitment, retail and
tourism.

“The Offshore Europe partnership has consulted widely
across the industry including operating and service
companies, SMEs and industry organisations on options for
the 2021 event. The overwhelming support is to proceed
with the conference programme in a virtual format in
September 2021, which will facilitate timely discussion
pre-COP26, and to hold the face-to-face event in February
2022.”
The virtual conference in September will include opening
ceremony, plenary panel plus keynote and technical
sessions.
The live event will include an in-person socially distanced
exhibition, new energy transition keynote conference
content, show floor features including Energy Transition
Zone and Theatre, Decommissioning Theatre, a talent
investment and diversity programme and networking
events, including the Chamber’s business breakfast.

Employee-owned businesses
increase resilience
NEW research into the resilience of employee-owned
companies during the CV19 pandemic has found that a
significant focus on people, job security, health, equality
and wellbeing has led to increased business turnover and
improved staff retention at a time when many businesses
have experienced the opposite.
Over half of those surveyed experienced growth over the
last year in the research carried out by the University of St
Andrews on behalf of industry leadership group Scotland
for Employee Ownership and Co-operative Development
Scotland (CDS) at Scottish Enterprise.

Peterson awarded Taqa
contract

“CV19 has had a huge impact on the economy and this
survey shows that a more collective approach to business
can bring many benefits,” said head of CDS, Clare
Alexander.

INTERNATIONAL energy logistics provider Peterson has
been awarded a contract to deliver integrated logistics
services to support TAQA’s North Sea operations.

“The findings indicate that resilience among employeeowned businesses is both financial and social, suggesting
important lessons for building back a better and more
inclusive economy.

The scope of work includes marine coordination,
warehousing, materials management services, supply base
services and the provision of Marine Gas Oil (MGO) fuel.
It will also include continued use of Peterson’s Lighthouse
technology suite to provide visibility across the logistics
supply chain.

“Through the pandemic, Scottish Enterprise, through the
CDS service, supported over 20 firms towards a shared
ownership model and that fits with our business plan to
create a more inclusive, equal and fair Scottish economy.”
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New president, vice presidents
and policy council announced
by Chamber
BOB Keiller has replaced Dr
Colette Backwell as president of
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber
of Commerce following its 166th
annual general meeting.
Dr Backwell had served as president
since June 2018 and remains on the
board for a further period in the role
of immediate past president.
Former chair of Scottish Enterprise
and chief executive officer of Wood
Group, Bob completed the $1bn sale
of PSN to Wood in April 2011. He
was also responsible for the creation
of PSN by manufacturing a $280m
management buyout from Halliburton
in 2006.
He has a Master of Engineering
degree from Heriot-Watt University
and is a chartered engineer.
Previously chairman of the Offshore
Contracting Association and co-chair
of the cross-industry trade body
OGUK, Bob is also a former chairman
of the Entrepreneurial Exchange and
he was awarded Entrepreneur of the
Year in 2006 and 2008; as well as
being named Scottish Businessman
of the Year in 2007 and Grampian
Industrialist of the Year in 2008.
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In 2011 he was voted Scottish Male
Business Leader of the Year at
the Scottish Leadership Awards.
In addition to other activities he
currently spends four days a week,
unpaid, providing mentoring and
support to help entrepreneurs,
charities, social enterprises and
businesses to grow.
“I am deeply honoured and very
proud to be the new president and
chair of the Chamber,” said Bob. “I’d
like to thank Colette for all her hard
work over the past two years and am
looking forward to supporting the
organisation as we move forward.
“The Chamber is highly valued by
its members however we have the
opportunity to become even more
valuable to the existing network but
also more attractive to the wider
business community.
“As an SME itself, the Chamber needs
to be run in a way that enables it to be
responsive, flexible and react to both
the needs of its members but also the
economic opportunities that face us
in this fast-moving world and I relish
the opportunity to be part of making
that happen.”

Jill Webster and Steven Nicol
have both been appointed vicepresidents, joining existing VP Pádraig
McCloskey. Jill has over 35 years’
experience as director of SMEs as
well as experience as provost of
Aberdeenshire Council with its half
billion-pound budget. Steven is chief
financial officer at Wood. He has
relished the opportunity to shape the
strategic and financial direction of
the Chamber since joining the board,
sharing ideas, debating issues and
taking action to enable future success.
John Michie of Charles Michie
Pharmacy Group, Craig Stevenson
of the Bon Accord and St Nicholas
Centre, Jennifer Stanning of OGUK,
Steven Alexander of SFF Services
Limited, Donella Beaton of Robert
Gordon University; and Graeme
Ross of Aberdein Considine were
re-appointed for further three-year
terms.
Joining the council after having been
endorsed at the AGM are David
Phillips of First Aberdeen and Andrew
Askew Blain of Brodies LLP.
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Get ready for
a marathon,
not a sprint
Shane Taylor,

research and policy manager,
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber
of Commerce

AS I WRITE this article, we’ve just
heard the Prime Minister outline
the UK Government’s plans to
effectively eliminate the vast
majority of CV19 restrictions
by July 19. At the end of June,
the Scottish Government also
outlined its own plans – broadly
similar in nature but looking
towards an endpoint of August 9.
Businesses still need to see
substantially more detail on the
guidance that will underpin this easing,
in addition to early sight of any rules
that may remain in place across the
economy as we begin to reopen.
Surely though – with restrictions now
beginning to fall away, businesses are
feeling far more confident about the
future?
The answer is, as you’d expect,
a little more complicated than a
straightforward ‘yes’.
Over the last few weeks, the Chamber
network has published our regular
quarterly economic survey, with
editions looking at the health of the
economy both in Scotland and the
wider UK.
The UK survey was first out the
gates, and there were definite
signs of a growing optimism across
the business community. The net
balance of firms reporting increased
domestic sales was at a six-year high

for manufacturers, and a three-year
high for services firms, albeit these
increases stem from the lowest base
seen in the survey’s 31 year history.
Confidence for the future was also
rising, with 65% of firms expecting
their turnover to rise over the course of
the coming year.
However, although the direct impact
of CV19 in the form of restrictions may
be lessening, it’s clear that the impact
it has had on supply chains and the
wider economy is continuing to bite.
Our UK-wide survey highlighted that
46% of businesses are citing inflation
as a growing concern, the highest
figure for a decade. This goes hand
in hand with a net balance of +58% of
manufacturers looking to raise prices
as raw material costs surge, another
concerning record high figure.
As you’d expect, these concerns are
broadly replicated in our Scotlandfocused research. Our Scotland
results also show that although firms
are similarly optimistic about the
business environment continuing to
improve, this isn’t yet translating to
recruitment or investment plans, which
remain relatively flat. This uncertainty
is reflected in our own North-east
business research, with firms citing
the return of consumer confidence
and changing consumer behaviour as
significant future challenges.

up the mood, commenting on the
survey’s release that the evidence
continues to show that “…the route to
economic recovery will be a marathon,
not a sprint”.
As the evidence builds, it’s crucial
that government continues to partner
with business and respond to these
concerns. We need short term actions,
like creating the clarity and extending
support to ensure hard-hit sectors like
international travel make it to the ‘finish
line’, but also genuine engagement to
make sure that government get the
framework right for the economy’s
long-term recovery. It’s encouraging to
see that this work is beginning to take
shape, with the Scottish Government
recently convening a new advisory
council charged with developing a
new ‘National Strategy for Economic
Transformation’, intended to support
economic growth over the next
decade.
As this work progresses, you can be
assured that the Chamber network will
be taking your concerns – backed by
our compelling research programme
- straight to the heart of government,
ensuring we’re in the best possible
position to deliver a sustainable
economic recovery in the months to
come.

Tim Allan, president of the Scottish
Chambers of Commerce, summed
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2021 training calendar
Business Development

Aug

Business Development Accelerator
Develop a powerful strategy to drive sales
Sales and Account Management
Develop a structured approach to selling

Finance

Sep

Oct

13

Aug

5

Sep

Oct

26

Finance for Non-finance Managers (2 days)
Gain an understanding of many aspects of finance and how it impacts business

7-8

Aug

Communication and Interpersonal Skills
Develop effective communication techniques

Sep

8-9

Oct

Nov

30

Customer Service Excellence
Discover the techniques to excel at customer service

16

Dealing with Difficult Situations
Understand the variety of personalities and determine how to alter your approach for
each

17

Emotional Intelligence for Business
Develop situational awareness and influence outcomes

18

31

Negotiating and influencing
Learn tactics and skills of persuasion that lead to success

24

Personal Effectiveness
Improve your self-management by changing the way you work

7

Presentation Skills
Deliver a dynamic and motivational presentation confidently

5

Project Management - The Fundamentals
Understand the principles of project management and the complexities of scale

22

Renewable Energy and the UK (half day)
Gain an understanding of the basics of the UK renewable energy industry

24

30

Taking Notes and Minutes (half day)
Record meetings effectively and accurately with high quality minutes

24

23

Time Management (half day)
Identify time wasting activities and manage time more effectively

18

9

Train the Trainer
Feel confident whilst developing and presenting different types of training

17

2

Train the Trainer Advanced
Improve training delivery techniques
Understanding the Oil & Gas Industry (half day)
Gain an understanding of the basics of oil and gas production and processing

Dec

28

Finance - The Basics
Develop a broad understanding of business finance
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Nov

21

Cash Flow Management
Maximise cash flow with effective cash collection techniques

Improve your Professional Confidence
Promote a positive and confident self-image in a professional manner

Dec

10

Budgeting and Planning - An Introduction
Learn how to establish and maintain budgets

Critical Skills for Business

Nov

30

24

30

Dec

TRAINING CALENDAR
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Management and Leadership

Aug

Essential Management Sklls (2 days)
Become equipped with the knowledge and skills required of a manager

19-20

Sep

Oct

Nov

1-2

Essential Supervisory Skills
Bridge the gap between doing and supervising and become confident in delegating tasks

10

HR for Non-HR Managers
Understand responsibilities and techniques in relation to HR requirements

4

Motivation and Delegation
Create a motivational environment and use effective delegation

27

Performance Management
Establish processes to improve employee performance in line with organisation objectives

9

Reviews and Appraisals
Assess performance constructively and increase reviewee’s motivation

6

Stakeholder Engagement and Relationship Management
Identify and engage with stakeholders to build effective and lasting relationships

2

Supervisors Next Steps
Improve techniques and add new areas of awareness and understanding

International Business and Exporting

3

Aug

Beginners Practical Guide to Exporting
Gain a high level overview of the exporting process

19

Customs Declaration Training
Learn how to complete customs requirements accurately and efficiently

10

Sep

Oct

21

26

Customs Procedures and Documentation
Explore the various customs systems, procedures and documentation

23

Understanding Export & Export Documentation
Understand what is involved in exporting and export
documentation to save time and money

15

Dec

18

24

21

Letters of Credit - Methods of Payment
Ensure your Letter of Credit is not rejected and compare payment methods
Preference Rules of Origin (half day)
Learn about the difference between Preference and Non-Preference Origin;
understand the rules and how to apply the percentage rule.

Nov

9

Import Procedures
Avoid the obvious pitfalls in importing to reduce complexities and errors
INCOTerms 2020 (half day)
Benefits of International Commercial Terms for buyers and sellers

Dec

2

5

16

Content correct at the time of printing.
For a full and up to date list of courses visit agcc.co.uk/training for full details.
Contact us: 01224 343902 or training@agcc.co.uk
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Aberdeen set for
Tour of Britain finale
ABERDEEN and Aberdeenshire
are set to welcome the final
stage of Britain’s biggest
professional cycle race this
September, as the Tour of Britain
races into the city on Sunday,
September 12.
After seven days of action-packed
racing that starts in Penzance in
Cornwall, the world’s top teams
and riders will tackle the 173
kilometres of stage eight from the
start in Stonehaven to the finish on
Aberdeen’s Esplanade for the Tour of
Britain’s first visit to the North-east of
Scotland.
It won’t be the last either with the
2022 Tour of Britain due to start in
the region next September, giving
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire a
second chance to welcome this freeto-attend spectacle.
The 2021 Tour of Britain race won’t
be taking the direct route from
Stonehaven to Aberdeen either,
with the much-anticipated climb of
36.

Cairn o’Mount coming early on in the
stage – the legendary three kilometre
climb has an average gradient of 10%,
making it one of the toughest spots
on the 2021 route.
The route will head west via the climb
of Corsedardar Hill Finzean, Aboyne
and Ballater to Royal Deeside, before
turning to race back to Aberdeen via
Westhill.
The spectacular final section of the
stage will see the Tour of Britain
heading towards the Bridge of Don
before turning on to the Esplanade
for the long, straight run to the finish
line.
All the action will be live on ITV4,
which will broadcast flag-to-flag
coverage plus a one-hour highlights
programme on the Sunday evening,
all of which will showcase Aberdeen
and Aberdeenshire to viewers not just
in the UK but around the world.
As a UCI ProSeries event the Tour of
Britain features not only the leading

domestic British teams but also the
world’s best like INEOS Grenadiers,
Movistar and Jumbo Visma.
For more information, full details of
the route and the latest updates on
which riders will be taking on the Tour
of Britain, visit www.tourofbritain.
co.uk
You can also find out more about
corporate hospitality options at the
start and finish of the Tour of Britain
stage, to enjoy the stage in style.
Find out more via www.tourofbritain.
co.uk/hospitality or contact Seb
Roberts via 01932 831 485 and
sebR@sweetspotgroup.co.uk for
bespoke packages.
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CO₂ capture project
underway
Kim Woolner of TAQA, Mike Adams of Norwell EDGE;
with Abimbola Oladipo and Stuart Connon
of TotalEnergies

Industry digital training
alliance gathers pace
A NEW collaboration that increases access to digital well
integrity training is gaining momentum after two energy
companies announced they are joining the initiative.
TotalEnergies and TAQA have added their weight to the
collaboration that was announced in January this year
by operators Spirit Energy and Neptune Energy with oil
and gas e-learning firm Norwell EDGE. Together they are
developing a standardised digital well integrity training
programme, based on OGUK’s well lifecycle integrity
guidelines.
It is anticipated that several more energy companies may
join the initiative over the next 12 months and share the
training programme with their workforces.
Gavin Mundie, well integrity lead, at TAQA said: “We are
proud to be a part of this expanding industry initiative
and look forward to playing a pivotal role in creating a
standardised well integrity programme which in time will no
doubt help to enhance safety standards across operators.
We recognise the myriad of benefits online training holds to
us as a business and fully grasp that our teams are able to
learn most effectively through digital platforms.”
The digitisation of the programme allows operators to
ensure personnel can easily access consistently high quality
well integrity training - no matter where they are in the
world, regardless of whether they are working from home
or their workplace and at a time that fits around other work
demands.
Mike Adams, co-founder of Norwell EDGE said: “The
energy industry welcomes opportunities to improve and
innovate, especially in areas such as safety and commitment
to standards so it’s hugely encouraging to see these
companies turning to a digital solution for their well integrity
training needs.”

BID receives support for
another five years

THE Net Zero Technology Centre, formerly OGTC, has
partnered with a consortium made up of CO2CirculAir B.V,
Process Design Center, Optimus and the Research Centre
for Carbon Solutions at Heriot-Watt University to deliver
a sustainable membrane absorption and regeneration
technology for direct air capture (SMART-DAC).
The project has started following funding from the
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) as part of its Direct Air Capture and Greenhouse Gas
Removal Innovation programme. The support was given to
identify approaches to removing CO₂ or other greenhouse
gases (GHGs) from the atmosphere and drive innovation in
this space.
The SMART-DAC system will deliver a cost-effective
process for CO₂ capture from air using membrane gas
absorption and membrane electrolysis regeneration.
CO2CirculAir will design a new type of membrane modules
for efficient CO₂ capture from air which will be used to
create a complete process-design, front-end engineering
and costing of a pilot unit for DAC with a capacity of at
least 100-ton CO₂ /year.
The system can be powered with green energy (wind
or solar), providing a sustainable and zero emissions
solution for CO₂ capture. A pilot plant will be used to test
improvements by operating a fully continuous process,
using cost-effective synthetic or natural materials, wind
for circulation of air and modest levels of electricity for
regeneration of the absorption liquid.
The proposed process will be significantly cheaper than
current technologies and is anticipated to capture CO₂ from
air at a price below £100/tonne CO₂.

STC INSISO on course for
turnover target
STC INSISO has reported record revenue of £950,000
for the first quarter since STC Global and INSISO merged
earlier this year, putting them on course to achieve an
annual turnover exceeding £2.5m.
The business performance improvements firm has secured
£1.5m in contracts in waste and utilities, medical, hospitality,
finance and insurance, manufacturing and marine across
the UK, Middle East and USA since the turn of the year.

THE Aberdeen City Centre Business Improvement District
(BID) proposals for 2021-2026 have been approved by the
BID ballot.

Following this significant business growth STC INSISO has
expanded its team, introducing five new members of staff,
bringing the total to 20 plus a network of partner resources.

Eligible voters (non-domestic ratepayers) voted in favour
of the BID proposals, which were produced by Aberdeen
Inspired. The relevant BID arrangements came into force on
July 1 for five years.

It has also committed significant investment to develop
four to five new tech product developments over the next
two years in its bid to continue to advance the business
performance improvement space, with a particular focus on
measurement, assurance and incident prevention through
its evolving COMET eco system of products.

The purpose of the BID arrangements is to enable specified
projects to be carried out for the benefit of the city centre.
A total of 267 yes votes and 33 no votes were returned.
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TMM’s new executive search
service
TMM Recruitment has invested in the next phase of the
company’s growth with the launch of its new executive
search service, TMM Executive.
Led by financial recruitment specialist and current chief
executive officer Amanda McCulloch, the service will focus
on the appointment of board level finance and operations
professionals and non-executive directors.
“CV19 has emphasised the importance of effective
leadership during times of volatility, uncertainty or change,”
said Amanda. “Recruiting the best executive talent for your
business has never been more important yet many local
businesses don’t know where to turn for help.
“It’s the aim of TMM Executive to make a real difference
to high growth, private equity-backed and SME business
owners throughout Scotland by providing an alternative
option to the traditional executive search service which they
feel is ill-suited to their needs.

Green Road champion John Thompson
at the Buchan depot

Stagecoach rewards
eco-driving champions

Baroness Mone invests in
Aberdeen

STAGECOACH has recognised its UK Bus eco-driving
champions through an annual awards scheme held in
tribute to a former employee.

BARONESS Michelle Mone and Doug Barrowman have
unveiled their first collaborative project as a married couple,
neospace - an integrated workplace concept in Aberdeen
blending premium office space, hospitality and wellness
with state-of-the-art technology.

Christopher Ball, Stagecoach ecodriver project manager,
sadly passed away in 2014. He was instrumental in
introducing the GreenRoad eco-driving technology to
Stagecoach’s bus companies across the UK and was a
respected and well-liked employee.
As a tribute to Christopher, an awards scheme in his
memory was introduced in 2015 and the company has
recently awarded the 2021 winners. The Christopher Ball
Memorial Awards are awarded to the best performing ecodriving depot and individual within Stagecoach UK Bus.
Stagecoach Bluebird’s Buchan depot won the top UK
depot award for their outstanding performance over the
last 12 months. The depots in Peterhead and Fraserburgh
employ 80 bus drivers and operate a fleet of 31 buses and
coaches.
Elaine Black from Macduff depot has been awarded the
Best Driver accolade for having the best Green Road score
across all Stagecoach drivers across the UK.
The GreenRoad system is installed on all Stagecoach
vehicles at the group’s bus companies. Using a traffic-light
LED system on the dashboard, the system gives drivers
instant feedback on their driving manoeuvres, encouraging
smoother, safer and more fuel-efficient driving.
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“We’ve applied our resourcing expertise to senior manager
and board level resourcing for over a decade, discretely
building a track record of success and strengthened our
capabilities with the appointment of investment and finance
experts Jock Gardiner and John Duncan to our board.”

An £18m investment and the first of its kind to open in
the UK, neospace is designed for businesses which are
embarking on a new era of hybrid working as the UK
emerges from lockdown. It offers 78 tech-led private
offices, 20 co-working flexi-pods and nine meeting
rooms, all supported by additional breakout spaces and
collaboration hubs.
Flexible membership plans rather than long-term fixed
leases is at the core of the neospace proposition with
the emphasis on desks rather than square footage. It has
a state-of-the-art gym, a full timetable of instructor-led
exercise classes, a TrackMan golf simulator and steam and
sauna rooms. Intuitive, device-based technology gives
members keyless access to the premises and a dedicated
app provides convenience to book meeting rooms from
their smart phone.
With no legacy systems in place, investment has been
ploughed into ensuring members are well connected.
Neospace gives its members super-fast fibre broadband
for over 500 workstations and Zoom-ready meeting rooms
for virtual conferencing.
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Love is in
the air
Abeer Macintyre MCIOF,
lead associate,
Bruce Tait Associates

SCOTLAND is taking baby
steps out of the CV19 pandemic
but, just like being hit with a
major tsunami, the extent of
the devastation is unfolding
gradually. It’s apparent that the
worst will not be known for some
time to come.
This is true for all sectors - public,
private and third. What we do know
is that it isn’t going to be a pretty
picture. Some of the stats emerging
are an indicator that the UK has got a
fierce battle ahead to stabilise, never
mind grow, the economy. Here is just
a flavour:
In 2020, the global economy shrank
by 4.4%. That’s worse than during
the Great Depression in the 1930’s.
Billions were wiped from the stock
market, the worst performance since
the crash of 2008. Employment of
5% lower than pre-pandemic levels,
investment has dropped by 33%; and
67% of consumers say they are not
prepared to travel more than 5km to
shop.
There is huge concern and empathy
for business, both small and large, for
the challenges ahead. But charities
are suffering incredible pain too. They
have had to cope with an estimated
£6.4bn loss in donations in the UK.
One in 10 is facing bankruptcy.

All this at a time when the
government and the public are relying
on them more than ever to provide
support and care to our vulnerable.
I don’t need to remind you that this
encompasses everything from mental
health services to personal care to
employment opportunities. They
provide the lifeline and the support
where the state is unable. With an
enormous call on the public purse
moving forwards, charities will be
critical to the welfare and wellbeing of
civic society.
Charities and business have long
worked together to the benefit of
Scotland. So many children’s, social
care, heritage and employment
initiatives simply would not exist
without these partnerships.
These alliances have also been at the
forefront of creativity and innovative
projects. For many businesses, the
support has come through their
corporate social responsibility
(CSR) or sustainability strategies. It
might feel like a big give away, but
my experience as a former charity
director of development working on
these partnerships, is that business
has also gained significantly.

pride and loyalty within the workforce
and attracted talent through our new,
more values-led millennial workforce.
Now, more than ever before, is the
time for charities and businesses to
push these strategic partnerships to
the top of their agenda and embed
them in their strategic plans for the
future. I’d say this goes beyond CSR
and should be fundamental to each
departmental strategy from external
relations to sales to HR.
These partnerships can take many
shapes and forms whether it be
funding, in-kind help or knowledge
transfer through allowing your
staff to become charity trustees,
thereby supporting their personal
development and upskilling charity
boards. It’s a win/win approach for
both parties and a match made in
heaven.
Scotland needs you and will be
eternally grateful as we pull ourselves
out of the current crisis.

They’ve received fantastic PR,
opening up opportunities to increase
their client/customer base, it’s bought
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Podcast offering financial
guidance top charts
A LEADING North-east financial adviser is celebrating
ranking top on Apple Podcast with his podcast series, ‘The
UK Personal Finance Show’.

TEXO backs Dons with major
new advertising deal
TEXO, a leading engineering fabrication, asset management
and survey company, has renewed its long-standing
commitment to Aberdeen Football Club with the
announcement of a substantial new advertising deal for the
next three seasons.
Formerly the Club’s official talent partner and a major
advertiser at Pittodrie since 2017, TEXO will continue to
promote its industry-leading brand through the club’s
significant media, broadcast and online presence.
Chris Smith, managing director of TEXO Group, said: “We
are proud supporters of AFC and are delighted to be
continuing our relationship with the club as it enters an
exciting new era under manager Stephen Glass.
“As a company that works closely with all our partners to
achieve success, the club’s desire to nurture talent and
embrace opportunity and change to be the best, aligns with
our values and we are eagerly looking forward to further
enhancing our relationship.”
AFC commercial director Rob Wicks is delighted to see
this partnership continue to flourish. He said: “After what
has been an extremely challenging fifteen months for the
club, we are most grateful to TEXO who continue to have
confidence in the positive benefits that partnering with the
club can bring to their brand.”

Subsea explores robotics
SUBSEA UK’s annual Underwater Robotics conference
will return this October with a live-streamed event
demonstrating the latest advances in underwater robotic
technology and exploring the opportunities and challenges
of an autonomous future.
Broadcast from the Subsea UK studio in Aberdeen on
October 5 and 6, the event will bring together technical and
operational experts from a range of sectors across the blue
economy, including defence, aquaculture, marine science
and offshore energy.
With technology rapidly evolving to provide smarter
solutions to challenges across all sectors, the conference
will look at what’s being developed by the industry and the
potential for further advances in underwater robotics.
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The podcast, hosted by Phil Anderson, founder of Phil
Anderson Financial Services, has consistently charted
between number one and number two in the UK for
personal finance for the past 30 weeks beating off stiff
competition from the likes of the ‘Ask Martin Lewis’ podcast,
and ‘Barclays UK Personal Finance Show’ discussing hot
topics under the personal finance category.
The ‘UK Personal Finance Show’ averages around 1,350
downloads a month and continues to receive impressive
feedback from listeners.

Stress levels in UK millennials
higher than the global
average
HALF (50%) of millennials and Gen Zs in the UK feel anxious
or stressed all, or most, of the time, according to Deloitte’s
10th annual millennial and Gen Z survey.
Concerns over their longer-term financial future (cited by
36% of UK millennials and 35% of Gen Zs), welfare of their
family (36% of UK millennials and 31% of Gen Zs) and career
prospects (33% of millennials and 36% of Gen Zs) were
highlighted as the leading causes of anxiety.
This comes as 26% of millennials and 22% of Gen Zs in the
UK have taken time off work due to stress and anxiety
caused by the pandemic. However, 44% of this group gave
their employer a different reason for their absence, likely
due to a continuing stigma around mental health in the
workplace.
Deloitte’s research highlights that stress-levels among
younger people in the UK are higher than the global
average. Globally, 41% of millennials and 46% of Gen Zs
say they feel stressed or anxious all, or most, of the time,
according to Deloitte’s survey of 23,000 millennials and Gen
Zs across 45 countries.
More than half (58%) of UK millennials have not spoken
openly with their employer about their feelings of stress and
anxiety.
Jackie Henry, managing partner for people and purpose at
Deloitte UK, said: “There is no doubt that the last 15 months
have heightened anxiety and stress among the youngest
members of the UK’s workforce.
“Wellbeing must become a strategic priority for
organisations of every size – not only to support employees
experiencing anxiety and stress, but also to prevent people
from becoming overwhelmed and overworked in the first
place. Above all, however, businesses must shake off the
stigma around mental health in the workplace. For too long
workers have felt ashamed to share their struggles, and
leaders must focus on empowering their employees to ask
for help.”

BUSINESS LESSONS
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Gary Walker,

managing director, Gary Walker Wealth Management
What does your company do
that others don’t?
I believe that nobody does financial
planning with special relationships
better than us. Our clients are at
the heart of everything we do.
My team and I listen intently, we
understand people and offer a
highly personalised service. As a
business we are exceptionally good
at bringing people together through
introductions and events.
Above all else we deliver financial
peace of mind through professional
advice that our experts keep as
simple as possible. Giving back
to our local community is also
important to me and my business
actively supports fundraising for
charities, we volunteer locally and
provide financial education and
wellbeing programmes for the
workplace and schools as part of our
CSR commitment.

What are the most pressing
challenges that your industry
sector faces today, and why?
Two challenges come to mind.
Firstly, adopting a new digital world!
Professional financial advice is
understandably rooted in face-toface interactions but the arrival of
CV19 has fast tracked acceptance
of digital meetings across the globe
and we are no different.
Secondly, we face the considerable
barrier of most people not realizing
the value of professional financial
advice. According to research from
Royal London and the International
Longevity Centre (2019) the impact
of advice over a 10-year period
resulted in an average uplift of
financial assets of between 24% to
35% versus non-advised. On average
the advised were £47,000 better off
than those non-advised.

What is the hardest lesson you
have learned in your career to
date?
I’ve learnt the hard way the
importance of a robust recruitment
process. People are your biggest
assets but when you get recruitment
wrong it has a crippling effect on
a team, stealing time, focus and
morale. Hiring quality people is an
investment not a cost. Getting the
right team is not easy - it takes time
and effort but pays off.

What is the most valuable piece
of business advice you have ever
received?
To surround yourself with great
people and don’t be scared to ask
for help. Reach out to people you
respect and ask for a conversation.
Most people are willing to help and
enjoy sharing their experience and
stories which can be enormously
helpful.

What’s been your proudest
career achievement to date, and
why?
Continuing to see how the business
grows since starting it in 2004, is
fulfilling. In that time my company
has been recognised as one of
the top SJP businesses in the UK
but what makes me feel most
proud is being held in high regard
by clients, and my team regularly
receives fantastic feedback. In fact
the business has grown organically
through reputation and referrals.

Quick
fire
round
What was your first job?
Paperboy, aged 11.

When would you like to retire?
I’m going to live until I am 164, and I will
only retire from things I don’t enjoy.

What did you have
for breakfast?
Porridge and a coffee.

Who, or what, inspires you?
Alex Ferguson and Seve Ballester.

What’s the last book
you read / film you saw?
Good to Great, by Jim Collins.

If you could make one thing happen tomorrow that would benefit North-east Scotland, what
would it be?
Aberdeen to be recognised as the
renewables capital of Europe and
Aberdeen FC winning the league!
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Bruce Skinner,

chief executive officer,
Alto
Area of expertise?

Michael Gove, Sir Ian Wood and Kate Forbes

Scottish and UK
governments hail progress
on Biohub

What should people know?

CABINET Secretary for Finance Kate Forbes MSP and
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster and Minister for
the Cabinet Office, The Rt Hon Michael Gove MP, joined
Opportunity North East chairman Sir Ian Wood and
Aberdeen city region deal partners and main contractor
Robertson Construction on June 28 for a steel signing
ceremony to mark significant construction progress on
Aberdeen’s new-build BioHub.

The quality of service we provide is inextricably
linked to the wellbeing of the individuals we
employ to fulfil our clients’ requests. It is, therefore,
imperative that we continually invest in our people
wherever and whenever we can. Nurturing these
relationships in-house in turn enables us to go to
the market equipped to develop external strategic
relationships whose foundations lie in taking the
time to listen and understand.

BioHub, scheduled to open in October 2022, will house up
to 400 scientific entrepreneurs with the goal of doubling
the number of life sciences companies in the region by
2027. It will be home to spinout, start-up and scaling
businesses bringing new drugs, treatments, therapies and
technology to market and creating high-skill jobs to drive
economic recovery in this fast-growing industry sector.

What’s the biggest mistakes companies
make?

BioHub is a flagship addition to the city’s Foresterhill
health campus, one of Europe’s largest integrated clinical,
research and teaching sites for life sciences and medicine,
and will catalyse further collaborative innovation across the
academic, commercial and healthcare community.
Opportunity North East is the lead partner and a funder
for the project, which has secured £20m of capital funding
jointly provided by the Scottish Government and UK
Government via the Aberdeen City Region Deal.
Mr Gove said: “The BioHub will deliver a world-class facility
to support new business start-ups and expand Scotland’s
powerhouse of life sciences innovation. This will bring new
jobs to the region and build its global reputation as a place
for companies to set up and invest. Across Scotland the UK
government is investing more than £1.5bn into city region
and growth deal projects, helping communities to build
back better from the pandemic.”
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Alto is a Premium Managed Services and Security
Provider (MSSP) delivering increased productivity,
peace of mind and a platform for growth for their
client base. We employ a team of specialist IT
consultants whose combined experience totals
more than 100 years. Their expertise is central to
the delivery of excellent products and services to
more than 50 clients in Scotland and internationally.
We represent a diverse range of sectors from oil,
healthcare and accountancy to hospitality, third
sector and manufacturing.

In adapting to the seismic shifts in working practices
of the past 18 months or so, some companies
have forgotten (or are unaware of) the potential
cybersecurity vulnerabilities this can expose. It is
important to consider that the simplest gateway to
your IT systems is through people.

What’s your top tip?
In the current working world, businesses need to
remember that the transportation of data is as
important as the transportation of people and
physical location is no longer the most important
factor when it comes to doing business. In
maximising connectivity, however, cybersecurity
needs to be the top priority.

Contact jim@calpine.co.uk
or telephone 07340 264326
www.calpine.co.uk
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Mapping out
a global travel
strategy
Neil Thomson,
EMEA director,
Nomadic

AS INTERNATIONAL travel
returns, companies will need to
adapt to the new post-pandemic
environment by mapping out an
innovative immigration strategy.
Due to the pandemic and Brexit it’s
fair to say the process of moving
staff from one country to another –
for short or long-term assignments
– has arrived at a more complex
destination.
Documentation, passports, visas,
work permits, immigration law,
quarantine rules, vaccination status,
security – these are just some of the
issues facing firms mobilising their
teams.
Technology-led Nomadic supports
companies and their key workers
who are permitted to travel. We have
seen a marked increase in activity
with businesses – large and small –
checking what they can and can’t do.
Information on West Africa, Brazil
and the Middle East top the table as
being the most requested.
Embassies are still working at
reduced staffing levels and limited
opening hours. This means fewer
applications are being processed. It
will come as no surprise that this has
led to considerable backlogs, with
process times doubling at certain
embassies.
Brexit has put a spanner in the works
for UK nationals working within
the EU and EU nationals coming
to the UK. UK workers and their

employers will need to check work
authorisation requirements, as well
as administrative requirements such
as posted worker rules. Although
UK nationals benefit from broader
business visitor activities under the
Trade and Cooperation Agreement,
implementation varies between
countries and work authorisation
may be required.
The need for advice and expertise in
the short-term worker arena was one
of the reasons I launched The Visa
Team in Aberdeen in 2015. It became
apparent we were on the right track
when US start-up Nomadic acquired
The Visa Team in early 2020. In June
this year Nomadic was acquired by
Fragomen, the global immigration
services specialist.
The result: The creation of an
immigration powerhouse that can
deliver an integrated end-to-end
solution for clients – one that offers
the benefit of advice from leaders
in the field of immigration to the
practicality of filing the correct
information with embassies.
The aim for Nomadic, with the
support of Fragomen’s 4,500plus staff with a reach across 170
countries, is to be the technology
application of choice for short-term
workers and visas.

application to support workforce
mobility.
Using the portal online or via their
smartphone, the user simply selects
their proposed destination, answers
basic questions regarding the trip
and the system advises what visa is
appropriate. The system generates
details of all required documentation
with a previously created traveller
profile automatically populating
application forms. The completed
documents are sent to the relevant
embassy, global Nomadic hub or
Nomadic’s in-country partner for
lodging.
It’s vital for companies to stay
ahead of the curve. This is why
Nomadic is at an advanced stage of
incorporating additional immigration
and maritime regulations into
our assessment tool to provide
automated immigration advice
around offshore projects. We are
also developing a more automated
solution for Iraqi oilfield security
pass processes, and other similar
country-specific innovations are in
the pipeline.
With risk management in mind, it’s
now time to move business travel
compliance up the boardroom
agenda and ensure the right strategy
is in place.

It’s a big goal – and our Westhill
operation is playing its part.
However, it’s one we can achieve
simply because there is a need for
an efficient, cost-saving intelligent

Supporting
PPE
Solutions
locally
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2021
Sept 2

Scotland Sweden Virtual Trade Mission – Part II

08:30 – 10:00am
Join us as we explore the new business opportunities
Webinar
for firms operating in the life sciences, food and drink,
Free
gaming, clean energy and technology sectors in this
second part of our Scotland-Sweden virtual business
exchange.
Held in partnership with the Swedish Chamber of the
Commerce for the UK, this session will provide an indepth look at the growth potential, market access and
partnership opportunities that exist for companies
operating in the five key sectors who are interested in
exporting and expanding internationally.
Led by expert international speakers from each
industry, businesses will be able to hear targeted
information specific to their sector by registering
to attend individual seminars, with extensive Q&A
sessions and open knowledge-sharing actively
encouraged.

Looking for new business
opportunities in the life sciences,
food and drink, gaming, clean
energy or tech sectors?

Sept 9
11:00 – 12:00
Webinar
Free

Tariff Free Trade – Global Britain Explained
Since the end of the transition period the UK
government has signed trade agreements with over
80 countries and has the aspiration to agree a deal
with many more. In this webinar we will aim to help
businesses understand what these agreements can
mean for their international trade plans. Whether
you are an importer or an exporter, tariff free trade
can increase your competitiveness, margin, and
market access opportunities.

Sept 10

Maximise your Membership

08:30 – 10:00
AGCC
Free

What support does your business need right now?
Are you clear on how to get the most out of the
Chamber resources at your fingertips?
Get to know us and your potential new business
partners of the future at this interactive discussion in
which you tell us what’s important to your company
– or pitch to other new Chamber members – and
we provide a forum for knowledge-sharing, ideagenerating and networking while connecting you
with the experts across the Chamber team to help
you take the next steps.

Get to know the Chamber and
connect with other members.

PRINT IS NOT DEAD.
Print

Signage

Exhibitions & display

Promotional gifts

www.compassprint.co.uk I 01224 875987 I e: info@compassprint.co.uk
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2021
Sept 17
09:00 – 10:30
AGCC
£30 member
£45 non member

Networking is back! Join in
Have you missed face to face networking over
the past year? We know from a recent survey that
75% of businesses look to the Chamber to provide
introductions via our networking events.
You asked. We responded. We’ve created a
networking event where delegates can come
together, shake hands, grab a cup of coffee and
get well connected. Where they can network with
others, exchange information, come up with new
ideas among people with a common profession or
interest and potentially win new business.

Nov 11
08:30 – 16:30
The Marcliffe
Hotel & Spa
£390

Missed networking? Us to! Sign up
and meet new contacts.

Annual Employment Law Conference 2021
Scotland’s leading employment law advisers
Burness Paull LLP and Pinsent Masons LLP combine
their resources to deliver the must-attend event for
busy HR professionals and SME business owners.
With a dynamic programme of presentations,
industry updates and guest speakers, the high
profile Annual Employment Law Conference equips
delegates with the essential information, know-how
and skills to deal with the demands of 21st century
employment law and personnel management in the
company of fellow professionals.
Since the conference’s inception in 2007 it has
grown significantly both in reputation and size and
is now the largest event of its kind in North-east
Scotland.

Stay across the changes in the
employment law landscape at this
sector-leading event.

2022
Feb 1
07:30 - 9:30
P&J Live
£55 for members
£75 non-members

Business Breakfast
- Energising the race to net zero
Regarded by offshore exploration and production
professionals as Europe’s premier energy event, SPE
Offshore Europe attracts attendees from around
the world. As part of the keynote programme,
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce will
once again host the high-profile breakfast event on
the opening day of the show.
Grab your name badge, which saves you queuing
and gives you fast track entry, tuck in to a fully
cooked breakfast then take your seat for 8.00am
to hear our speakers. Places are limited at this event
which is traditionally a sell-out.

Kickstart your OE experience at the
Chamber’s business breakfast.
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Valentinos Steliou

Colin McKay

Alex Goodfellow

Rosalie Chadwick

Mintra, a provider of digital
learning and human capital
management software
solutions to safety-critical
industries worldwide, has
appointed Valentinos
Steliou to the newly
created role of head of
acquisitions. Valentinos, who
is also managing director
of Mintra’s operations in
Cyprus, will focus on target
identification, proposition
evaluation, deal completion
and integration.

TMM Recruitment has
appointed Colin McKay
as a business consultant,
specialising in IT recruitment,
as the company gears up
for higher levels of activity.
Colin provides support
to employers seeking to
recruit IT professionals on
a temporary, permanent or
contract basis. He began
his recruitment career at
TMM Recruitment, leaving
Aberdeen over 13 years ago.

Stewart Milne Group
managing director for
strategic development,
Alex Goodfellow, has been
appointed chair of the
Confederation of Timber
Industries (CTI). Alex
has more than 35 years’
experience working in the
housebuilding and offsite
timber frame industry. He
has worked at Stewart Milne
Group for 20 years.

Multinational law firm
Pinsent Masons has
appointed corporate oil
and gas specialist Rosalie
Chadwick as global head
of oil and gas. With a 20year track record in leading
multi-million pound mergers
and acquisitions and capital
markets deals in the UKCS
and across international
energy hubs, Rosalie will
work in tandem with Pinsent
Masons’ renewables energy
team.

Julie Ashworth

Vivien Rae

Ellen Delph

Heather Ross

The University of
Aberdeen has appointed
Julie Ashworth as senior
governor to lead its
governing body, the
University Court. As an
experienced executive and
non-executive director,
chair, board advisor, angel
investor and founder, Julie
has worked with a range of
businesses and charities in
various retail and coaching
roles, including with M&S,
IBM and Sainsbury’s.

A key appointment has
progressed a project
aimed at promoting local
businesses and tourism
across Banff and Macduff.
Vivien Rae has been
appointed marketing
manager for the Banff and
Macduff Phoenix Fund
project. A marketing and
PR professional and owner
of Evoke Marketing, she has
worked with a wide range
of SMEs and organisations
across the tourism sector.

KR Group Scotland has
appointed Ellen Delph to
the newly created position
of product development
manager. She will lead
the Group’s pledge to
become more sustainable
by working on the Cladding
Reuse Project, which aims
to re-purpose cladding
materials where possible.
The role is part-funded by
the European Regional
Development Fund and
Zero Waste Scotland.

ITWORX has strengthened
its commercial team by
creating a new role and
appointing Heather Ross as
sales coordinator. Heather
applied through the QA
apprenticeship programme.
She will support the
commercial team with sales
enquiries, client quotations,
update and maintain sales
information, assist with
sales projects and provide
general administration
support.

READY FOR LIFE AFTER WORK?
• Pensions & Retirement Planning
• Employee Benefits

• Investments
• Estate Planning

Acumen Financial Planning Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FCA number 218745.
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Other recent appointments
Prospect 13 has appointed Anna Smith as marketing
and communications enthusiast. Anna will be
responsible for implementing a range of marketing and
communications activities to support a diverse portfolio
of clients, including assisting with the planning, creation,
scheduling and publishing of social media and website
content.

John White

Marcelo Rodrigues

Former Royal Bank of
Scotland senior executive
John White has joined the
board of Commsworld, the
UK’s largest independent
network provider as a nonexecutive director. He is a
globally recognised figure
in banking and technology
and worked for many years
with computer giant IBM
before spending six years
with National Australia Bank.

Schroders Personal Wealth
has appointed Marcelo
Rodrigues to lead its
business development
proposition across Scotland
and Northern Ireland.
Marcelo will be responsible
for leading brand and
marketing activities across
as well as developing
strategic partnerships to
support business growth.

Escone Solutions has launched a new consultancy
division. Bridget Gray will take on the role of head of
consulting. She has worked in IT support for 21 years
and managed the Escone Assist helpdesk operations
and support function since 2016. Working alongside
her will be Alice Emmison, who will step into the role of
eBIS and operations lead.
80:20 Procurement Services, a Peterson company
specialising in procurement, has announced the
appointment of Donald Macleod as managing director
of US operations based in Houston, Texas. He joins
the company with more than 20 years of industry
experience and will oversee the growth of the business
in the US market.
Deloitte has announced nine new partner and director
appointments in Scotland including the promotion of
Kat Innes and Bradley Watts to director in Aberdeen.
Four of the promotions are women, increasing Deloitte’s
female representation at partner level in Scotland to
23% and director level to 35%.
Ryden has made three senior promotions. Nick
Armstrong based in the investment team in Edinburgh
and Eddie Fiddes who works in Aberdeen property
management have both been made partner. Mark
Thom has been promoted to associate within the
valuation, lease advisory and rating team in Edinburgh.
The promotions take Ryden’s total number of partners
to 43.

Peter Stuart

Laurent Verhelst

Aberdeenshire-based Maryculter House has appointed
three new senior members of staff as the hotel
continues with the second phase of the six-figure
refurbishment plan announced last year. The hotel has
welcomed new wedding co-ordinator Jocelyn Reid,
food and beverage manager Hannah Moir and head of
housekeeping Dinali Nadishani to the 40 strong team.

Finance advisory specialist
Hutcheon Mearns has
appointed Peter Stuart as
non-executive adviser as
part of ambitious plans to
accelerate the company’s
growth nationwide. Peter
draws upon over 40
years of experience in the
international oil and gas
industry, having worked in
several operational roles
and latterly focussing on
mergers and acquisitions –
both in the UK and overseas.

NHV Group has appointed
Laurent Verhelst as chief
financial officer. He will be a
member of NHV’s executive
committee, he most
recently served as head
of finance and IT for the
Western Europe division of
the HILTI Group, a supplier
of high-quality tools and
systems for the construction
and building maintenance
industries.

Aberdein Considine has promoted nine members of
staff to director, senior associate, associate and senior
solicitor levels, as well as appointing two new partners.
In Aberdeen Kayleigh MacLaren has been promoted
to director with Leanne Warrender now a partner in
the firm. Danny Anderson, who is a corporate solicitor
in Aberdeen becomes senior solicitor. Eleanor Comfort
has been promoted to senior associate in Dyce, Katie
Hutchinson has re-joined as a senior solicitor in Westhill.
Elsewhere in the company Laura Browne is returning
as a partner in the banking litigation team, Catriona
Ramsay as employment solicitor, John Di Paola has
been promoted to senior associate; and Joelle Neep
associate.

EMPOWERING BUSINESS THROUGH PEOPLE
• Employee Benefits
• Flexible Benefits

• Business Protection
• Group Risk

Acumen Employee Benefits Limited is an Appointed Representative of Acumen Financial Planning Ltd
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FCA number 916905.
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Export recognition award for
Enerquip
AN ABERDEEN business which specialises in producing
torque machines for domestic and international markets
has won a business award in recognition of its exporting
achievements.

Kilted Chef goes back to
school

Enerquip has been named Exporter of the Year in the fifth
annual Business Insider Made in Scotland Awards which
were held in partnership with the National Manufacturing
Institute Scotland.

CRAIG Wilson, the Kilted Chef, has gone back to school in a
drive to support food education in Aberdeenshire.

Showcasing innovative companies, the awards champion all
aspects of transformational discoveries and developments
made in Scotland.

In partnership with Alford Primary School, Craig has
launched the Kilted Kitchen Learning Project to inspire
young people to share his passion for food.
The initiative includes a series of films aimed at nursery level
to primary seven, exploring Craig’s journey to becoming
a chef, what his job entails and how he became interested
in food. Pupils also learn more about the North-east’s rich
larder, whilst developing a greater awareness of different
foods, and gaining essential ‘life skills’ in food handling and
cookery. The project is underway in Alford Primary School
and will continue into the 2021/2022 session.
Craig said: “My mission is to ignite a passion for food
amongst young people. Creating an interest in food early
in life, is vital for developing healthy relationships with
food and gaining basic cookery skills enables us to be
independent and create good, nutritionally balanced meals
which not only taste great, but are good for us too. It’s more
important now than ever, that there is a focus on mental
and physical health amongst young people and food is a
great place to start.”

Granite’s Guyana Gateway
attracts record numbers
AN INTERNATIONAL networking event focused on
exploring business opportunities in Guyana has attracted
record levels of interest.
More than 230 registered to attend the two-day AberdeenGuyana Gateway which was hosted by Granite PR and
explored the links and possibilities between the two
locations. The number of delegates registered to take part
made the event the biggest ever hosted by Aberdeenbased Granite PR which has now held 28 in person and
online Gateways since March 2013.
The Aberdeen-Guyana Gateway was held in association
with OES Asset Integrity Management, Transportation &
Logistic Consulting (TLC) and ABIS Energy. Fostering and
strengthening links was the central theme of the sessions
which, thanks a host of eminent presenters, highlighted
Guyana’s energy story so far, as well as looking ahead to
the next chapter and examining how connections can
be maximised to explore energy transition opportunities,
as well as highlighting the importance and value of local
content in future operations.
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The six-year-old company received a Queens Award for
Enterprise for outstanding achievement in the field of
International Trade in 2020 with Enerquip’s success in
overseas markets accounting for about 95% of its £12m+
turnover in 2019.
Enerquip was also a finalist in the ‘Going Global’ category
of Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce’s 2021
Northern Star Business Awards.

Cyrenians launch new
housing initiative
AFTER leading the most successful Housing First
pathfinder programme in Scotland, Aberdeen Cyrenians
has launched a new housing initiative with support from
Crisis UK and the Scottish Government.
Settled: Homes for All is a new style of letting agency based
on private social letting and the housing first principles. By
providing greater levels of support for both landlords in
the private rental sector and prospective tenants, it aims
to reduce two key issues affecting the city: high levels
of empty homes, and a temporary housing population
bursting at the seams.
Over 2,000 homes in Aberdeen city have been sitting
empty for over a year. Bringing homes back into use is
a priority, especially with over 250 people currently in
temporary accommodation.
Mike Burns, chief executive officer of Aberdeen Cyrenians
said: “Temporary accommodation is not a home. Often it
means families packed into a single room, lack of facilities
for cooking, little privacy and no sense of permanence.
Thankfully, due to projects like Housing First and our
partnership work with Aberdeen City Council, we have
been able to help people find homes and enable them to
move on in their lives.
“We have taken the lessons learnt from the pathfinder’s
success; about what really makes a difference to people
and what helps them to make a success of their new home,
to create this new service.”

NEWS
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Chamber agrees new lease
MOORFIELD Group, the owner and landlord of Aberdeen
Energy and Innovation Parks, has agreed a new long-term
lease with Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce.
The Chamber has been based at the Energy Park since
2012 in the office adjacent to Grub Cafe and directly below
Elevator UK.
In renewing the lease, the Chamber is planning an office
refurbishment programme at the Hub, which commenced
in July and is scheduled to be completed by September.
Russell Borthwick, chief executive of Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce, said: “The Hub continues to be
the ideal location for the Chamber. This investment is not
just about creating an enhanced, modern base for our
team to operate from in the city, it is also a commitment to
providing an easily accessible, bright function space for the
many businesses who use our office to support their own
activities.
“We see it playing a central role in how we bring people
together to meet, collaborate, share ideas and do business
with each other, the vital in-person connectivity that
businesses tell us just can’t be replicated virtually.”

Menopause policy for
finance company
R&D tax credits firm Access2Funding has launched its first
menopause policy. The business wants to change attitudes
towards menopause in the workplace and help to create a
better understanding, therefore helping to alleviate potential
embarrassment for those suffering from menopausal
symptoms.
Access2Funding’s new policy aims to raise awareness
and understanding, outline the support available and
allow colleagues to openly and comfortably instigate
conversations about the menopause.
Dawn Coker, chief operating officer, is calling for improved
employer awareness and support around this oftendebilitating transition, following her personal experience
in the workplace. The policy states that menopause will
be treated as an ongoing health issue rather than as
individual instances of ill health and includes an employee
assistance programme, as well as modifications to the
work environment such as temperature control and flexible
working.
As an SME in the finance sector, Access2Funding is hoping
to pave the way for other financial services SMEs to follow
suit and launch their own menopause policies.

REIMAGINE
GLOBAL PAYROLL.
activTechnology

Global Payroll

Global Mobility

International
Payment Solution

activ8

Audit & Compliance

System Integrations

ePay

eFile

myAccount

ePeople

eHelp

eExpense

eLeave

eTime

eReport

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT

www.activpayroll.com
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Welcome to the Chamber
Belvoir Aberdeen

Quantum Pump Systems Ltd

Belvoir Aberdeen are property specialists with over 40
years’ experience.

A manufacturer of robust pumps covering the oil and
gas, fire and utility markets adhering to many global
approvals.

T 01224 645707
W www.belvoir.co.uk/aberdeen-estate-agents
E sales@belvoirlettings.com
C Lisa Murdoch, marketing coordinator

Cameron Intellectual Property
Cameron Intellectual Property helps businesses of all
sizes to extract maximum value from their intellectual
property rights, specialising in patent, trade mark and
registered design protection.
T 01224 937739
W www.cameronintellectualproperty.com
E fiona@cameronintellectualproperty.com
C Fiona McKenzie, business development
and marketing manager

Fierce Beer
Microbrewery of craft beer. Brewery distributing locally
and throughout Scotland and north England. Beer
available in bottles and kegs for bars, hotels, restaurants,
catering, events, weddings and private functions.
T 01224 729131
W www.fiercebeer.com
E mail@fiercebeer.com
C Dave Grant, director

Gilson Gray LLP
Gilson Gray is an award winning full service law firm,
having grown into Aberdeen in 2021 with particular
expertise in oil and gas / energy.
T 07825 884961
W www.gilsongray.co.uk
E ccrighton@gilsongray.co.uk
C Calum Crighton, partner

Grace May
IT recruitment company - we help companies build their
technology teams.
T 01224 054400
W www.gracemaypeople.com
E sasha@gracemaypeople.com
C Sasha Jaypalan, director

Helideck Certification Agency
Limited

Razor Digital Media
Our core solutions cover all aspects of digital marketing.
By managing all aspects of our clients digital marketing
we maximise results, increase efficiency and reduce cost.
T 01224 542248
W razordigitalmedia.co.uk
E ian@razordigitalmedia.co.uk
C Ian MacIntosh, director

Rubicon Oilfield
International UK Ltd
We are an oil company dealing with drilling solutions, well
construction, completion solutions and finishing tools.
T 01224 659000
W www.rubicon-oilfield.com
E lynsey.anderson@rubicon-oilfield.com
C Lynsey Anderson, logistics coordinator

Square Peg Consulting
Square Peg Consulting offers political and public
engagement services, as well as public speaking
coaching, to enable clients to engage effectively within
the decision making process.
T 07967 342262
W www.squarepegconsulting.co.uk
E mark@squarepegconsulting.co.uk
C Mark McDonald, founder and owner

The Tour of Britain aka Sweetspot
Group Ltd
Sweetsport Group are a sports event and media
company.
T 01932 823657
W www.sweetsportgroup.co.uk
E sebr@sweetspotgroup.co.uk
C Seb Roberts, sales director

Washington Logistics

Helideck certification.

International logistics, shipping, air freight, secure
warehousing and freight forwarding services.

T 01224 704048
W www.helidecks.org
E accounts@helidecks.org
C Alex Knight, managing director

T 01224 981439
W www.washingtonlogistics.com
E info@washingtonlogistics.com
C Jason Washington, CEO

MacArtney UK Ltd
Specialists in subsea connectivity.
T 01224 358500
W www.macartney.com
E pco@macartney.com
C Pamela Corringham, HR manager

NFU Mutual Thainstone Agency
Insurance services.
T 01467 625428
W www.nfumutual.co.uk/agent-offices/thainstone
E thainstone_agency@nfumutual.co.uk
C Stephen Hepburn, senior agent

Quantum Offshore Ltd
30-year-old company providing power generation
packages to the global oil and gas industry.
T 01326 377705
W www.quantumoffshore.co.uk
E peter@quantumoffshore.co.uk
C Peter Orton, manager
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T +9715 499704
W www.quantum-pumps.com
E mb@quantum-pumps.com
C Mohammad Ali Bissani, general manager

THE finalists have been announced for the Northern Star Business Awards, the Chamber’s annual accolades
for successful businesses in the region.
The winners will be announced at a glittering ceremony on Friday, February 11 2022 at P&J Live.
The finalists in the categories are:
Business of the Year
• Gray & Adams Ltd
• IT Hotdesk
• James Fisher Offshore
• KR Group (Scotland)
Ltd
Customer First
• QHSE Aberdeen Limited
• IFB
• Petrasco Energy
Logistics Ltd
• Specsavers Aberdeen
Ltd
Driving Sustainability
• Aberdeen International
Airport
• Butterfly Effect
• John Lawrie Tubulars
• Stagecoach Bluebird

Family Business
• Gray & Adams Ltd
• ITC Hydraulic Services
Ltd
• Marshalls Farm Shop
• Urban Wellness Hub and
Urban Wellness Float
Going Global
• Arnlea Systems Ltd
• Enerquip Ltd
• Kaseum Technology Ltd
• STATS Group
Inspiration from
Innovation
• Balmoral Group
Holdings Ltd
• IFB
• Kaseum Technology Ltd
• Meldrum House Country
Hotel & Golf Course

Business of the Year sponsored by

Family Business sponsored by

Making the Difference sponsored by

Inspiring Futures
• Balfour Beatty
• Bon Accord Care
• lightbulb.coach
• Techfest
Making the Difference
• Gary Walker Wealth
Management
• Sport Aberdeen
• The TechForce Limited
• TL Tech Ltd
Marketing Magic
• CLAN Cancer Support
• First Aberdeen
• TEXO Group
• University of Aberdeen
School of Law
Rising Star
• Jodie Donald – Escone
Solutions Ltd

Going Global sponsored by

Rising Star sponsored by

• Emma Clark – ITC
Hydraulic Services Ltd
• Peter Knight –
Stagecoach Bluebird
• Craig Roberts – Sport
Aberdeen
Staff Matter
• Control Valve Solutions
Ltd
• Imrandd Ltd
• KR Group (Scotland)
Ltd
• Stork
Student Placement
• CNR International (UK)
Ltd
• Decom North Sea
• NHS Grampian – ARI
Occupational Therapy
• Technip FMC

Inspiring Futures sponsored by

Student Placement sponsored by

Associate sponsors
Drinks reception sponsored by

Print sponsored by

Trophies sponsored by

The winner of the final award for regional contribution – which is sponsored by Gary Walker Wealth
Management - is announced on the night.
Tickets for the event are on sale now. Visit agcc.co.uk/events for full details or to secure your table today.
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